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Congratulations MSU Racers OVC Champions
the
Murra), K) ., Monday Afternoon, November 19, 1979
urray Ledger & Times
In Our 100th Year 
Per A,0 
THRILL Of VICTORY — Nick Nance triumphantly gestured in the
 late stages of Murray State University's victory
over Western Kentucky University Saturday that clinched the Racers' outright Ohio Valley Confe
rence title. Stories,
more photos, pages 10-11.
Premier Art Showing
Special Event Planned At Library
A special event planned for a premier
showing of art work donated to the
Calloway County Public Library will be
held Sunday, Nov. 25, from 5:30 to 7
p.m. in the library meeting room.
Dot Rowlett and Emily Wolfson, two
local artists who are professionals in
their field, painted five original
watercolors each to be sold to the high
silent bidder. All proceeds from the
sales will be applied toward supporting
the library's new project, "Children's
Cultural Adventures in French."
The works are all matted and framed
so that each painting is an outstanding
work of art. The majority of the
paintings are florals with some scenic
ones included. The artists are both avid
supporters of the library and members
of the Friends Organization, and they
chose this method of showing their
interest and support.
The "Children's Cultural Adventures
in French" program has gained state
and regional recognition after its pilot
program during the summer of 1979.
Nine French teachers and several
community citizens volunteered their
time and expertise during the eight-
week period the program was in
progress. Three times a week, third and
fourth grade children, selected on a
first-come-first-served basis, met at the
library to learn the arts, language,
history and geography of the French
people.
"It is hoped they will become more
understanding and aware of another
country's needs while learning a
culture applicable to their own lives,"
commented Libby Hart, coordinator of
the program.
The proceeds from the paintings
help to provide French books, record,
films and other materials to be used in
the project. Library officials have
expressed hope of 'Continuing the
project concentrating on other coun-




The Murray Independent Board of
Education will meet at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 20, following a forum
with the Murray „Middle School
itseteers-.• • - •
The board meeting will be held in the
MMS library following the 7 p.m.
forum. Personnel recommendations, in
addition to routine business items, are
on,the meeting's agenda.
programs.
The Friends of the Library are
sponsoring the premier art showing
gala. The planning committee, ap-
pointed by Friends president Dr. James
Byrn, are Libby Hart, community
coordinator of the French project; Dr.
Robert Head, chairman of Murray
State University art department; Jan
Hough, member of the Friends board of
directors; Richard Jackson, gallery
director of the Clara Eagle Art Gallery
at MSU; and A. W. Simmons, Jr., local
community leader and businessman.
Refreshments of special breads,
cheeses and beverages will be served
during the showing.
"The public is cordially invited to
come by anytime between 5:30 and 7.00
p.m." Dr. Byrn stated.
Wood Heater Program
Set For Tuesday Night
An open meeting to explain the
Tennessee Valley Authority's new wood
heater financing plan is set for 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 20, in the conference
Mom of the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp. office at
1218 W. Broadway, Mayfield.
Area dealers and installers of wood
heaters and prospective dealers and
installers, as well as anyone interested
in purchasing a wood heater, should
attend to learn details of the program in
general, heater specifications and
installation standards.
D. Karen Knight, TVA wood heater
project manager, will be present to
explain the interest-free loans up to $800
which are available for the purchase
and installation of an accepted wood
heater to those who are eligible for
financing.
To obtain financing, one must have
electric heat and at least R-19 attic
insulation. The loans can be repaid in
monthly installments over a period of
up to five years. The money is paid
back when the electric bill is paid.
A spokesman said that as a result of
the careful attention given to each
installation by the advisor, most in-
surance companies agree that the
threat of fire is not increased.
Insurance rates rarely increase
because of the installation of the wood
heater under the program. One of the
advantages of using the program is the
final inspection of the installed heater
given by the advisor, the spokesman
said.
Only certain types and brand names
of heaters are acceptable for use under
the program at this time. The wood
heater advisor can furnish anyone
interested with a list of acceptable
types and brands.
Electric customers may call the West
Kentucky RECC or the Murray Electnc
System to have a free home energy
conservation survey done of their home
by a certified wood heater advisor.
Prelegislative Conference
To Focus On Prime Issues
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
prelegislative conference without the
presence of Gov.-elect John Y. Brown
Jr. focused today on prime issues to
come before the 1980 General
Assembly. ,
On today's agenda were workshops
On topics ranging from the Kentucky,
Housing Corp. to public employee
bargaining.
The-prelegtslative session thie tints
was the • first in modern Kentucky
history that did not feature a role by a
new governor.
With the possible exception of a
speech Brown may give Tuesday night,
no presence from his office was ex-
pected — in line with the Democratic
leader's announced intention of staying
out of General Assembly matters for
the time.
The lawmakers are accustomed to
guidance or persuasion from the
governor's office, at least in the realm
of choosing their leaders for the 1980
session.
Arld,lko.1% fresh _from a landslide
victory Nov. 6 over former Republican
Gov. Louie Nunn, would be in a
dominant position to pick whomever he
See CONFERENCE.
Page 18. Column 5
10 Hostages To Be Freed
After Release Of Three
By The Associated Press
Three American hostages freed from
the U.S. Embassy in Tehran arrived in
Western Europe today and Iranian
militants appeared about to release 10
more for expulsion from 'the country.
A White House statement said if Iran
attempts to put any of the remaining 49
U.S. hostages on trial for espionage, as
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini has
threatened, it would be a "further
flagrant violation " of international
law.
Looking fit and well, a young woman
secretary and two black Marine
sergeants arrived in Copenhagen on a
Scandinavian airliner and were im-
mediately transferred to a U.S.
military plane. They were flown to
Frankfurt, West Germany, for a
medical checkup at a military hospital.
A military source told The Associated
Press the three were to be taken to the
U.S.. Army's 97th General Hospital in
Frankfurt. The source, who asked not
to be identified, did not rule out the
possibility they might be transferred
later to a larger hospital operated by
the Air Force in nearby Wiesbaden.
State Department officials in Frank-
furt refused to say how long the three
would remain there, but in Washington
officials said they were expected to stay
at least two or three days for
debriefings and tests.
Their release was the first break in
the embassy siege that began Nov. 4.
A report by Radio that four more
women and six more blacks had been
freed and would leave Tehran later
today was apparently premature. ABC
News said one of its correspondents in
Tehran reported the official radio was
anticipating the release, and the 10
hostages had not actually been turned
over to the Iranian Foreign Ministry
yet for expulsion.
Reports from Tehran indicated the 10
may be paraded before microphones
and cameras at a press conference
tonight before release. Their names
were not announced.
The first hostages freed were
Katherine Gross, 22, of Cambridge
Springs, Pa., a secretary in the
economics section of the embassy, and
Sgts. William E. Quarles of
Washington, D. C., and Ladeil Maples,
4, of Earle, Ark.
The State Department said U.S.
authorities in Germany would question
them about the condition of the rest of
the hostages. An official said those
freed would be given "decompression
time" to themselves during which
reporters would be kept away from
them.
The trio waved cheerfully to a crowd
of reporters and photographers waiting
at the Copenhagen airport, but U.S.
Ambassador Warren D. Manshel
rushed them into his limousine and
drove them to the waiting U.S. Air
Force DC-9. After boarding the military
plane, they came back to the door to
wave again to the reporters and
photographers. But they shook their
heads at questions shouted up to them.
The Air Force plane took off less than
20 minutes after the hostages arrived.
Miss Gross, Quarles and Maples were
put on display at a news conference at
the embassy Sunday and she told
several hundred reporters:
"We haven't had any problems.
See HOSTAGES,
Page 18. Column 7
Stacy Bruckner Charged
In Assault Of MSU Coed
Stacy E. Bruckner, 100 S. 13th Street,
was arrested by Murray City Police
and charged with second degree assault
following the alleged beating of a 19-
year-old Murray State University co-
ed.
A police spokesrnan said the girl,
whose name is being withheld, was
admitted to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital with abdominal con-
tusions. Her condition was listed as
stable. The victim could barely speak
and said no sexual molestation took
place, the spokesman added7
Bruckner has been placed in the
Calloway County Jail and bond has
been set at $2,500, the spokesman said.
No court appearance has been
scheduled for Bruckner, the spokesman
added.
In another case, Kenneth N. Knipp,
1200 W. Main, was given citations for
hit-and-run and leaving the scene of an
accident following an incident Satur-
day.
Police said Knipp was eastbound on
Olive Street attempting a right turn on
6th Street when, according to Knipp, his
car caught on fire. The report added
Knipp lost control of his car and
collided with a vehicle driven by W.J.
Pittman. Knipp left the scene and
abandoned his car at the Murray
Electric System, police said.
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office
is looking for a suspect following two
thefts late Saturday or early Sunday.
A 1977 Chevrolet pickup was stolen
from the Boyce Wilson residence,
Route 1, Murray. Two shotguns were
stolen from a truck owned by Gail
Bullitt Central Invitational Tourney
Doron also of Route 1. A sheriff's
spokesman said he believes the crimes
were committed by the same suspect.
The sheriff's office also reported a
Chevrolet truck stolen sometime over
the weekend from Jim Fain Motors was
discovered stripped and burned in a













Opinion Page • 4
Sports  10, 11, 12, 13
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight with lows
in the 40s to low 50s. Increasing
cloudiness Tuesday with a
chance of rain late in the day and
highs in the low to mid 60s. Winds
diminishing to 10 miles an hour
tonight. Rain chances 30 percent
Tuesday.
Calloway Speech Team Wins
The Calloway County High School
speech team continued its winning
ways by taking first place in the Bullitt
Central Invitational Speech Tour-
nament last weekend.
The Lakers tallied 293 points in the 28-
team tourney. Harrison County
followed with 225 points and Louisville
Atherton was third with 172.
Laker firsts in individual categories
included Jenise Boyd, girls ex-
temporaneous speaking; Lanesa,
Prose; and Kim Weatherford, original
oratory and analysis of public address.
The Calloway debate team of Chris
Taylor and Dale Finney captured
second place honors while teammates
Terry Bourland and Phil Orr placed
third.
Other second place finishes were
Danny Lamb, boys extemporaneous
speaking; Meleah Paschall, girls ex-
temporaneous speaking; and Mike
Jackson, original oratory.
Ben Brumley placed third in
storytelling.
Other team members competing in
the final round included Celisa Curd,
Lesa Jones, Marcia Cunningham,
Mickey Hutson and Earl Brown.
The victory marked the fourth
consecutive year the Laker team has
won the tournament. The team will be
sending five delegates to the United
Nations General Assembly, sponsored
by the YMCA of Kentucky. The
assembly will be held Nov. 29-Dec. 1 in
Louisville.
The CCHS speech team is coached by
Larry England.
SPEECH TEAM — The Calloway County High School speech team won t
he Bullitt Central Invitational Speech
Tournament over the weekend. The-Laker wihnitig the event for the fourth straighj year, totalled 293 pain-
ts. Meniberi of the team include (from left, Front row)' Lanese Jones, Mike J
ackson,Sen Brumley-, 4ertise Boyd, Phil
Orr and Danny Limb. (Second tow) Coach Larry England, Lesa Jones, Celisa Curd, Mickey Hutson, Kim Weatherford,
Marcia Cunningham, Dale Finney and Chris Taylor. (Third row) Keith Ford, Sean Cun
ningham, Kim Morris, Trisha
Clark, Karen McKinney, Debbie Masks and Meleah BaschalL Plvolo By Eall 
Brown
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Community Calendar Events Listed
Monday. Nov. 19
Singles Unlimited will meet
at. 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church for the
seminar on "Where Are We
" " on the theme of
Beginning Again: The
Challenge of the Formerly
Married.
Oak Grove Baptist Church
WMU will meet with Youlanda
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Monde; . :4ev. 19
Bluegrass State CB Club is
scheduled to meet at the
Triangle Inn at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter of National
Secretaries Association 'Int.
will have a potluck salad
supper at the Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank. at 6:30 p.m.
This is open to all persons
interested in membership.
Euple Ward of Need Line will
be the speaker...
Theta Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Gene &
Jo's Flowers for the program
and later to the club house for
the business and social hour.
Meeting of Humane Society
of Calloway County will not be
held.
Southwest Parent-Teacher
Club will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
the school cafeteria.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Divorce Support Group is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
Ordway Hall, Murray State.
For information call 762-6851.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet from 7
to 8 p.m. at the First Christian
Church Educational Building.
This is open .to all interested
women.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
omiummai
PIER I IMPORTS is pleased to an-
nounce that Vanessa Stone, bride-
elect of Bobby Fike have made their
selections from our registry of
decorative accessories.




753- / 85 /
Meeday, Nov. 19 .
Sunshine Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of
Nadine Wortham.
Annual Junior High Quad-
State Band Festival will
rehearse throughout the day
with concerts at 7- p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State. This is free and open to
the public.
First of four sessions in
intermediate Middle Eastern
dance will be held at Ladies'
exercise room, Carr Health
Building, Murray State. Cost
will be $5 for the four sessions.
Murray State Lady Racers
basketball team will play
Southern Illinois University
Women at 7 p.m. at the MSU
Fieldhouse.
Golden Circle Class of
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a salad supper —and
mission projects work with




Children will meet at 7:30 p.m."




School Class of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will have
supper at Seven Seas at 6 p.m.
Husbands will be gu.ests.
Band, Lakerettes and
Cheerleaders will perform at.
intra squad game -
Calloway County High School
gym at 6:30 p.m. Admission
will be $1 and $1.50.
Music Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
house.
Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will have
a potluck luncheon at 12 noon
at the fellowship hall.
Highlights of the Ridgecrest
trip will be featured.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Senior Citizens will meet as
follows: Murray from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. at Ellis Center;
Hazel from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel Center; Dexter at 10
a.m. at Dexter Center;
Greenhouse will be open from
10 a.m. to 12 noon; Meals will
be served at Douglas Center
and meals will be sent out.
.4•1111. 
Enjoy Thanksgiving Fare
AT ONE OF KENTUCKY'S BEAUTIFUL STATE RESORT PARKS
ENTREES
Roast Young Tom Turkey
Kentucky Corn Bread Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Baked Bluegrass Sugar-Cured Ham Pilgrim Roast Round of Beef
Holiday Fruit Sauce Au Jus-Carved on Line
Vegetables • Salad Bar • Traditional Desserts









Thursday, Nov. 22, 1979
A HOLIDAY TREAT FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
B UFFET STYLE








pounds sensibly Club %it
meet at 7 p.m. at the Healr)
Center.
Program on Recycle act
compost will be from 10 air
to 2 p.m. at Empire Fan!
Land Between the Lakes.
Harvest Sunday Schio
Class of First Baptist Chin-, 3
will meet at the church part r
at 7:30 p.m.
Mothers' Morning Out w. I
be at 9 a.m. at First Unitri
Methodist Church.
Wednesday, Nov. 21
Shopping day for Sent. !'
Citizens will be held and ca.,
753-0929 by 9 a.m. for morniii.;
shopping and by 11:30 a.m. f,q•
afternoon shopping. NI '10
change of shopping day due 1.1
the Thanksgiving holiday.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
will meet at 6 p.m. at the
church with the dinner to by





Thanksgiving service will be
held at St. Leo's Catholii
Church at 10 a.m.
All Senior Citizens' sites it:
Murray and Calloway Count
will be closed today.
Empire Farm and The
Homeplace-1850 in the Land




Mrs. George T. Reita
Moody has 'been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah, after having
sustained a broken arm.
BENTON PATIENT
John Darnall of Hardin was




Dismissed Nov. 1 from the
Marshall County Hospital.





The home of Mr. and Mrs.
James D. Cochran was the
setting of a Sunday afternoon
shower held on Nov. 4 in honor
of Miss Krista Kennedy, bride-
elect of Anthony Thompson.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Irma Cooper. Mrs.
Selwyn Parker. Miss Debo‘._
McCord, and Mrs. Stacy Jones
who, presented the honoree
with a corsage of yellow
mums 'and an electric ice
cream freezer as a wedding
gift.
After conversation and a
bridal game, each guest wrote
the honoree notes of wisdom
which are to be opened on her
anniversaries. She then
opened her gifts.
The appointed table was
draped in an ivory cutwork
cloth and centered with a
large wicker basket con-
taining a fall arrangement of
mums and marigolOs. Hot
spicy cider was served from
colorful mugs. Party treats
included banana bread,
pumpkin bread, apricot
muffins, cheese ball, fudge
melf-aways, butterscotch
balls, and salted nuts. All




Rogers, Baby Girl Nan),
Rt. 1. Box 187. Murray. Burks.
haby A (Sherri), Rt. 5, Box
240, Fulton, Daviii. Baby Boy
Kintie ), 414 C'arr Sr., Fulton.
" Dismissals
Mrs. Sandra S. Young, 407
Norman, Fulton...Mrs. Nellie
R. Williams. Rt. 2, Anderson
earns, Tenn., Mrs. Donna
J. ',yell. 5.01 W. Oak, Mayfield,
Tammy Sue Tidwell, Rt. 1.
Sedalia. Mrs. Elaine Vance,
Rt. 6, Box 210. Murray, Mrs.
Neva F. Champion, 905 South
9th St., Murray, Mrs. Sarah J.
Armstrong, Rt. 3, Box w,
Mayfield, Gerald W. Moody,
Rt. 8, lot No. 20, Murray, Mrs.
Della M. Smith, Box 328, New
Concord, Mrs. Karen S.
Larson. 120 Barnett, Box 376,
Hazel, Mrs. Carolyn J. Hicks,
Rt. 4, Box 170, Murray, Roy A.
Harmon, 1713 Melrose,
Murray. L. A. Rowland, 2000
Gatesb, To. Murray, Ranon
Colson, Rt. 5, Benton. Mrs.
Mary G. Lamb lexpired 1, 418
South 9th St., Murray.
MRS.BELLE ORR of Hazel celebrated her 95th birthday
on Friday, Nov. 16. She presently resides with her daughter,
Mrs. Jennie Belle Paschall Mrs. Orr was born in 1884 to
Brooks and Sophonia Dunn of Crossland. She became a
member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church in
1899 and was recognized by the church this year as Its most
senior member, having attained 80 years of continuous ser-
vice. She is the widow of Jim Orr, a farmer in the South Plea-
sant Grove area until his death in 1957. Mrs. Orr has two
children, Shannon Webb and Mrs. Paschall, five grand-
children, and seven great grandchildren. When her grandson
commented that it was a miracle that Mrs. Orr could still at-
tend church, she stated, "Son! At my age, everything I do is a
miracle." Photo by Bill Phillips
Jones-McCage Vows
Planned Dec. 22
Miss Ptiiir 'inn fortes
—to teed John Russell McCage
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jones of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Polly Ann, to John Russell McCage, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Johnie E. McCage of Muray.
The bride-elect is a 1978 graduate of Murray. High Scheol
and is presently employed at K-Mart. Her grandparents are
Mrs. Charlotte Turpen of Englewood, Colo., and William W.
Jones of Louisville.
Mr. McCage, a 1975 graduate of Murray High School, is
presently serving with the United States Navy at Albuquer-
que:New Mexico. He is the grandson of Mrs. Winfred Allison
of Hardin and the late Mr. and Mrs. W. F. McCage.
• The wedding will take place on Saturday, Dec. 22, at the
First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
liary Kathryn Blankenship
Named To Honor, Lambuth
Jackson, Tenn. — Mary
Kathryn Blankenship,
daughter of the Rev. Dr. and
Mrs. Paul Blankenship, of
Murray, was among 18
Lambuth College seniors
recognized at a—special con-
vocation held recently in the
campus Memorial Chapel
naming them to Who's Who




was secretary of the
sophomore class and is
currently serving as secretary
of the senior class. She was
named the college's out-
standing junior student and
was elected Lambuth
Homecoming Queen in 1978.
Active in the student
government association, she
has served on the student
affairs, honors, self-study,
student activities, awards and
student academic affairs
committees and as acting
secretary of the SGA.
She has been on the Lam-
buth student newspaper staff,
was treasurer of the freshman
dormitory and president of the
sophomore dorm and has
served as freshmen—ailen-
tation counselor for two years.
Miss Blankenship is a
member of AIRS; the student
chapter of the American
Chemical Society, Gamma
Beta Phi and Omicron Phi Tau
honor societies and was the
recipient of. the Aloha
Omicron Plitcholarship. She is
a Dean's List student.
The honor of being chosen to
the collegiate Who's Who is
based on scholarship, par-
ticipation. and leadership in
academic - and extra-
curricular activities,
citizenship, service to the
college and promise of future
usefelness. The nominations





Jerry Chrisznan and Larry
Chrisman, sons of Mr: and
Mrs. Ed Chrisman of Murray,
are now patients in hospitals,
both critically ill. Jerry is a
patient at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah, and Larry is a
patient at the Baptist
Memorial Hospital, Paducah
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Bill Edwards of Dexter %vas
dismissed Nov. 2 from the
Marshall • County Hospital.
Benton.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed Nov. 6 from the
Marshall County Hospital,









Most emphatically, the an-
swer is YES Episcopalians
not only believe in sin they
too-often indulge in it If we
say we have no sin we de-
ceive ourselves 0 John 1 8)
But Episcopalians also be-
lieve in the grace of God
His acceptance and forgive-
ness Confession of sin and
the declaration of God s for-
giveness play a large part in
the worshrp service
The aim of the Episcopal
Church. therefore. is to help
ordinary people live a more-
Christian life and to assist




on this subiect 'Trespas-
sers welcomel" Their min-






5:43 Were*, ills Chord' Service




Dr. Ron Wuest Chiropractor
has relocated his office to Highway 641
North in 'The Village' across from















WHIZ 2 FOR 1 SHOE SALE DON'TBANG MISS IT!
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A Second Pair Free!!!
WHIZ This offer includes Men's Women's and Childrens' Dress, Casual, and Canvas Shoes WHIZ

























































McCord & Cathey Wedding Vows
Solemnized In Church Ceremony
Miss Donna June McCord,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Donald McCord of
Murray, was married to
Michael Steven Cathey, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. McCuiston
and the late Gene S. Cathey of
Murray, in an early fall
wedding at the First Christian
Church with the Rev. Dr.
I iavid C. Roos officiating.
Mrs. 1..iirrie Clark, organist,
and Mrs. Margaret Porter,
soloist, presented a program
-of nuptial music.
The candlelight ceremony
was performed before a brass
arch adorned with tropical
greens, jade ti leaf, and
porteias. Two brass stands on
each side of the arch held an
arrangement of porteias,
tropical greens, jade ti leaf,




dlesticks surrounded by ivy
were placed in all the windows
of the church. The pews were
marked by gray bows,
greenery, and a single portiea.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a formal
gown of white quiana knit
adorned wih English net and
pearled silk venise lace. The
empire bodice was defined
with a Queen Anne neckline
and full bishop sleeves. Sheer
inserts of English net adorned
the shoulders and back yoke of
the gown. The unadorned skirt
fell in Sunburst pleats and
gently swept into a chapel
length train'.
• To complete her ensemble
she chose a fingertip veil of
silk illusion adorned with
delicate silk venice lace
embroidery. Her headpiece
was a Juliet cap of pearled
venice lace identical to that of
the gown.
She carried a . princess
bouquet of white gardenias
and white butterfly roses in a
medley of baby's breath,
lemon leaf, and baker's fern
accented with a cathedral
strand of roses.
Miss Jamie Frank, Central
City, was the maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Miss
Debbie McCord and Miss
Tern McCord, sisters of the
bride, and Miss Mitzi Cathey,
sister of the groom, all of
Murray.
The attendants wore
identical floor length gowns in
the color of cerisse. The
chiffon gowns featurexi
blouson tunics which tied at
the Sides and had split but-
terfly sleeves.
They carried tropical
bouquets of wine porteias, ti
leaf, euculuptus, and oriental
poppies.
Miss Allyson Dodson of
Clinton,' flower girl, wore a
floor length dress of white
eyelet. Her hair Was adorned
by a single braid down the
back entwined with a cerisse
satin ribbon and . baby's
breath. She carried a basket of
silk rose petals.
The groom was attired in a
gray tuxedo with a bouton-
niere of ti leaf and a gardenia.
Johnny Reagan served as
best man. Groomsmen were
Monty Cathey, brother of the
groom, and Del Purcell, both
of Murray, and John Hewitt of
Belleville, Ill. -
USherswere Brown Crouch,
Roger McCuiston, brother of
the groom, both of Murray,
and Steve Gilliam of Tell City,
„Ind.
They, along with the bride's
father, were attired the same
as the groom. Groomsmen





It's our 6th Anniversary and we're
celebrating with our national 10%
storewide discount.













- Miss Carol Brandon,
Murray, kept the register at
the table covered in a white
eyelet cloth and centered With
a bouquet . of magnolia
blossoms, ti leaf, and baby's
breath. The table was flanked
by Grecian urns containing
magnolia leaves.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. McCord wore a formal
gown of jade knit featuring an
embroidered lace neckline
with sashes which crossed and
fell in a soft drape in the back. •
The groom's mother, Mrs.
McCuiston, chose to wear a
formal gown of of brown knit
featuring two tiers of ac-
cordian pleats.
Both mothers woere Lady
Slipper orchids in colors
complimenting their gowns.
Mrs. Marvin Hale and Mrs.
J. A. McCord, grandmothers
of the bride, and Mrs. Johnny
Walker and Mrs. Trellis
McCuiston, grandmothers of
the groom, were all presented
corsages of wine colored
roses. Johnny Walker,
grandfather of the groom,.
wore a boutonniere identical
to those of the groom and his
attendants.
Directing the wedding was
Mrs. Tip Miller of Murray.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
reception was held air the
University Branch of the Bank-
of Murray with Mesdames
Tommye D. Taylor, Van '-
Haverstock, James Lee
Harmon, Gerald H. McCchd,
Ray Radermacher, and Frank




No matter how self sufficient some of us seem, there are
times when we feel totally incapable of facing certain
situations alone. We become the needy. We need the help of
power beyond ourselves.
At the Christian Church ( Disciples of Christ) we try to help
each other through they difficult times. This is what st
church family is all about.
We don't all interpret Christian teachings in the same way,
but the basis of the faith is there to guide us when we need
support.
Pioneers in this country felt a need for a simple faith with a
minimum of rules to help them face the hard frontier life. We
support their simplicity of faith and individuality of thought.
It is from these people that our church evolved.
If you want a place to express your faith or to seek the sup-
port of others, try us. Who knows? We may need your help
sometime. We hope you'll be there to give it.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David Ftoos, Minister
-to -.Nisi
anti Mrs. Michael Steven Cathev- - e
James, a'nd Miss Julie
Whitford as hostesses.
. The bride's table was
covered in a white eyelet cloth
and was cenetered with an
arrangement of porteias,
etuluptus, and tropical greens
in a silver wine cooler. The
four tiered cake was adorned
with red rosebuds and fern
which continued in a spiraling
effect down and around the
cake. Lime sherbert punch
was served along with nuts
and mints.
-The refreshment table was
also Covered in a white eyelet
and linen cloth and had a
centerpiece of porteias.
Rice bags arranged in a
wicker basket were
distributed to the guests by
Miss Allyson Dodson.
The couple left after the
reception for a wedding trip to
Gatlinburg, Tenn. They are
now residing on Calloway
Avenue, Murray.
Out of town guests included
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Condict,
Louisville; Beth Laresin, Dr.
and Mrs. Gerald H. McCord,
David McCord, Greg McCord.
Teresa Maizer, Mr. and Mrs.
Ershell Wilson, Hopkinsville;
Fred McCord, Miss Edith
Arvin. Madisonville; Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Gilliam, Tell City,
Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Cathey, Dearborn, Mich.: Ms.
Vickie Wilson, Nashville,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
• Bolin, Clinton; Mr. and Mrs.
Timmy Morris, Wingo; Mr.
and Mrs.-Ray Radermacher
and Fred Baker, Munster.
Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Mark
_Young, Central City; Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Hewitt.
Belleville, Ill.; AI Luigs.
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs..lerry
Duncan, Union City, Tenn.:
Ms. Cathy Mitchell, Dallas,
Texas.
Rehearsal Dinner
The groom's parents. Mr
and Mrs. W. B. McCuiston.
entertained with a rehearsal
dinner at the Colonial Ho use
Smorgasbord_
The groom presented 4ifts
to his attendants, but the bride
had presented her attendants
with gifts at an earlier lun-
cheon.
Dinner Party
A dinner party was held for
the couple by Mr. and Mr•
Tommy Morris of Wingo ‘‘ith
the guests including the
couple's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Don McCord and Mr. ;cid
Mrs. W. B. McCuiston.
- - - - -
The Magellanic peneuni
the South Atlantic spendb.
iponths of the year at










DEAR DR LAMB - I have
a healthy. active 14-year-old
boy Lately he has been com-
plaining about not being able
to sleep, especially on Sunday
nights. He seems to get all
tense and nervous the night
before he starts the school
week over again. During the
weekdays he sleeps fine Is
there anything that can be
done to help him relax and
fall asleep?
DEAR READER - Many
people who think they don't
sleep very much actually
sleep a perfectly normal
length of time. Nature plays a
little trick on us. We may be
awake a few minutes and it
seems like hours.
The only reliable way to
measure sleep duration is to
do sleep studies on individuals
and record how many hours
they're asleep as opposed to
(Of Interest To
Trouble getting to sleep?
how tiiaIi hours the) it
awake during a normal sleep
period I guess this is some-
thing like our ?tractions to
dreams We think our dreams
last for minutes or hours and
lots of times a dream only
occupies a few seconds Our
appreciation of time during
the sleep phase doesn't seem
to be very accurate
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 10-6, Sleep
And Insomnia It will give you
a lot more information on
sleep and what can be done
for people who have trouble
with sleeping_ Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. P.O.
Box 1551. Radio City Station,
New York. NY 10019
One of the best aids to
Senior Citizens
Schedules Changed
The schedule for the Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens has been changed this week due to the Thanksgiving
holidays.
All senior citizens' sites in Murray and Calloway County
will be closed Thursday and Friday, Nov. 22 and Nov. 23, with
meals not being served; however meals will be delivered on
Friday to the elderly, and a fruit bag for Thursday will be
taken to the elderly when their lunch is delivered on Wednes-
day.
The shopping day for Senior Citizens will be held Wednes-
day, Nov. 21, and for shopping call 753-0929 by 9 a.m. for mor-
ning shopping and by 11:30 a.m. for afternoon shopping.
- A meeting of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Board will be held Tuesday, Nov. 27, at 3 p.m. at the board of-
fici at 106 North Fourth Street, Murray.
Menus for the meals on wheels each day, at Douglas Center
and Hazel Center, Monday through Wednesday, and at Ellis
on Tuesday are as follows:
Monday-hamburger and cheese casserole, mashed
potatoes, beets, carrot, apple, celery salad, hot roll, butter,
pineapple tidbits, milk, coffee, tea.,
Tuesday-turkey with dressing, green beans with potatoes,
cranberry sauce, hot roll, butter, pear halves with cheese,
milk, coffee, tea.
Wednesday-fried chicken, bean salad, mixed vegetable*
mashed glazed sweet potatoes, hot roll, butter, banana, milk,
coffee, tea.
Thursday-fruit bag. Friday-italian meat balls with
macaroni, chopped broccoli casserole, carrot sticks, hot roll,
butter, apple, milk, coffee, tea.
COMPANY COMING?









improve sleep is to develop
regular sleeping habits. That
means going to bed at the
same time every night. It's a
bit like being hungry We get
hungry at specific hours
because were used to eating
at exactly that time. Once
that time has passed, we may
not be hungry. The same is
true of going to bed. If you
stay up past the time you've
become habituated to going to
sleep, you may not feel sleepy.
To improve sleep, you need to
try to eliminate all the stimuli
that tends to keep you awake.
This means that you need a
dark room and should elimi-
nate all the excess sound
that's possible.
Exercise is helpful for some
people but it must be done
during the day or at least a
matter of hours before the
sleep hour. If you exercise too
close to bedtime, your body
will still .be active and you'll
have trouble sleeping.
Mental exercise works
about the same way and it
could be that your active boy
is studying extra hard Sunday
evenings and using his brain
actively in preparation for the
coming school week. Many
college students have trouble
because of this Its a good
idea to stop doing mental
work or mentally absorbing
activities for at least an hour
before bedtime so the brain
can slow down and relax.
In your son's case, it might
be well to find out why he gets
so excited about the next
week of school. Is it because
he dreads going to school or
does he enjoy it that much? If
he dreads it, you really ought
to find out and see if you could
solve that problem. Anxiety at
any age can cause a person to
have trouble getting to sleep.
If he's having trouble with his
school work or with the other
children he must deal with at
school, this could be a signifi-
cant factor.
Adams & Murdock
Vows To Be Wednesday
Miss Stacy Ellen Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cody Adams of Farmington
Route 1, and Rick Murdock of
Murray Route 7, son of Dr.
and Mrs. John T. Murdock of
Middleton, Wisc., have
completed plans for their
wedding cm Wednesday, Nov.
21, at the Coldwater United
Methodist Church, '
The ceremony will .be
solemnized at 6 p.m. with
Allen Dutton, Church of Christ
missionary in Porte Alegre,
Brazil, South America, of-
ficiating.
Presenting the music will be
Jimmy and Linda Wilson.
Miss Adams has chosen her
sister, Mrs. Twila Dunn, as
her matron of honor; and Mr.
Murdock has chosen his
cousin, Ray Murdock, as best
man.
The ushers will be Larry
Murdock, Middleton, Wisc.,
brother of the groom-elect,
Lanch Adams, brother of the
ALL IN STOCK BEDROOM
GROUPS 15% TO 30% OFF
bride-elect, Dennis B.
Burkeen, cousin of the groom-
elect, and Mark Adams.
Amanda Manning, cousin of
the groom-elect, will be the
flower girl, and Mac Dunn, _
nephew of the bride-elect, will
be the ring bearer.
The wedding will be
directed by Mrs. Lisa Adams,
sister-in-law of the bride-eleck
Presiding at the register will
be Mrs. Christine Murdock.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held at the
church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
PA DUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Nancy Thompson .of
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An AP News Analysis




WASHINGTON ( AP) — However the
bizarre- drama in Iran ends, President
Carter will be left with a delicate
foreign policy and political problem
that might be a pivotal point in his
presidency.
On the one hand. Carter will be
pressed to retaliate against Iran, to
demonstrate to American voters and
the world that he is a strong leader who
will not allow the United States to be
flouted. Failure to do so would un-
doubtedly jeopardize his hopes for re-
election.
But weighing against massive
retaliation will be advisers telling him
that whatever measures he chooses,
they must not be so severe as to en-
danger the long-range chances of
protecting Western interests in a
critical part of the world.
For, despite the rabid anti-
Americanism of the Tehran mobs,
experts in and out of government say it
is still possible that Iran will remain a
source of oil for the West and a barrier
to the expansion of Soviet influence in
the Middle East.
Once the crisis ends, Iran is likely to
be in turmoil, say State Department
officials who are unwilling to be quoted
directly while the hostages are still
being held.
-There are few organized and
disciplined political power centers left
in the country.
One is the Islamic clergy, headed by
the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini. But
the dergy has yet to demonstrate that it
has the political skill necessary to
govern the country.
Another is the Marxist left, which,
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
lima frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times. Box 32. Murray. Ky 42071.




Too few people realize what is con-
tained in the area of western Kentucky
where we live. Our ancient ancestors
lived, worked and died here. They did
not leave written records behind to tell
us about themselves, but they did leave
a wealth of information. When this
information is properly discovered and
studied it can tell us nearly as much as
written records.
This remaining information in the
form of sites and artifacts is quickly
being destroyed by our expanding
economy. Little time is left to recover
it.
An effort is being made by a few
people of this area to establish a means
by which this valuable information can
be found and preserved. We are
organizing the Jackson Purchase
Chapter of the Kentucky
Archaeological Association, Inc. Our
first organizational meeting will be at
7:30 p.m. Monday, Nov. 19, 1979 in
Ordway Hall on the MSU campus. All
persons interested in the preservation
of the heritage of this area are en-
couraged to attend. A short film will be
shown concerning the Cahokia Mounds
near St. Louis.
For further information please call
me at 753-0201 after 6:00 p.m. or call
762-4058 and leave a message.
Thanks for your help
James 0. Piggott
Murray, Ky. 42071
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News sod SporU Dept — ... 733-191.11
although it is small, has the virtues of
being armed and organized. Thus far,
the Marxists have run into solid anti-
communist opposition from the Islamic
revolutionaries.
Two other key groups are the
military and the middle class. But they
are in disarray, their leaders either
gone or discredited, with no man or
organization to rally around. The shah
virtually destroyed responsible,
democratic opposition.
A social democratic group emerged
after the revolution, led by Prime
Minister Mehdi Bazargan. But his
government fell early in the current
crisis.
Citing this vacuum, one State
Department official said his best
estimate is that Iran will be in a state of
"low-level anarchy," with the clergy
nominally in control but unable to bring
order to the country or pacify
separatists like the Kurds, who will
seek to take advantage of the central
government's disarray.
This official acknowledged that in
such conditions, the Marxist groups
may well be able to gain influence if
they time their moves carefully and
appear to be the only group to offer
stability, justice and progress to the
people. '
How Carter balances reprisals with
restraint could help determine which
scenario eventually unfolds in Iran.
But in choosing among his options.
Carter would have to weigh whether
they might undercut the very forces
which, if encouraged, might enable the
United States to re-tstablish decent
relations with Iran.




















Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heardine, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I atn in need of moral
support. My brothers and sisters and I
have decided to put our mother, who is
83 in a nursing home. She had a stroke
seven years ago and we have all worked
ourselves to a frazzle to keep her at
home. However, with the economy as it
is. it is necessary for me to get a job to
help pay the cost of her care, since she
has no assets other than her small
Social Security check. I am 63 years old
and have been retired for four years.
She needs 24-how- supervision, as she
has become totally bedfast, and her
doctors have indicated that a nursirn;
home would be the best choice for us
all. However, I am beginning to pick up
a change in attitude toward our fainil
from some of Mother's family and
friends, and I am starting to feel like
the neglectful child who is throwing her
parent to the wolves. We have not yet
chosen the nursing home for her. Can
you give me any help? — R. W.
Major physical and mental im-
pairments do not always necessitate a
move to a nursing home. Many com-
munities offer alternatives to nursin::
home care, especially if the person
retains some areas of independence. In
many towns there are "in-home"
health care services which allow many
persons the choice of staving home or
By S.C. Van Curon
John Y. Brown
And The Budget
FRANKFORT — If Gov.-elect John
Y. Brown Jr. follows through on the
suggestion that he will operate state
government on the present budget until
he gets a handle on fiscal affairs, it will
be a departure from routine procedure,
but it could be one of the wisest moves
any recent governor has made.
The state constitution provides that
government shall operate on the last
budget when a new budget is not
adopted.
Brown has suggested that he might
operate on the present budget until he
becomes acquainted with the state's
fiscal position. and call a special
session later to adopt a new budget.
It's really unreal to ask a new
governor to put a budget together
within 60 days after he takes office.
This is especially true when Brown is
walking into a situation where state
agencies are requesting supplemental
appropriations within 90 days of the
fiscal year.
The special task force on tran-
sportation already has forecast that the
road fund will be $300 million short each
year for the next 10 years. Tran-
sportation Secretary Calvin Grayson
last week said before an interim
committee that counties should take
over maintenance of the county road
system and contribute at least 20 per
cent of cost to receive state aid money.
Brown is going to find a multiplicity
of problems in state government and
not the least of these will be a shortage
of funds although the bienniel budget is
17.5 billion. The special session of the
legislature in 1979 eliminated sales tax
on home utilities except telephone, and
this about makes up for the annual
growth in sales tax according to
Revenue Commissioner Maurice
Carpenter.
If the recession continues as some
economists are predicting, the sales
and income tax revenues will .,be
duced and the coal bdsliTesi is likely
to slump which will cause a reduction- in
severance tax income for the state.
It was indeed strange in the light of
all of this that Gov. Julian Carroll, with
less than a month remaining in office,
increased the salaries of top appointive
officials by 15 percent. This has In-
furiated merit system employees who
have not had increases sufficient to
keep abreast of inflation.
This morale factor is onethat Brown
should deal with immediately for it is
the "paper pushers," as I af-
fectionately call them, who keep
government operating day to day.
Brown has said that he is going to
reduce waste in government and the
place he must tackle this is a reduction
in the number of employees by at-
trition...retirements, employes leaving
for private industry and by death. The
new governor should put a lid on new
hirings until he makes himself folly
familiar with the state's financial
position.
Another major legislative problem
Brown must deal with is the present
workmen's compensation law that has
driven some industry out of the state
and prevented other new industry from
coming here, business interests claim.
If the new governor wants to make a
move popular with the public and more
than 10,000 state employes, he will
reorganize the unwieldly Department
of Human Resources. There have been
more complaints about inefficiency and
the failure to deliver and services from
this part of government than from an'.
other. The morale of the employes
lower here than any other section
government.
Being a businessman, Brown knows
that cash flow and operating cost are
two essentials of solvency and that thay
must be balanced. It will not hurt
government one least bit to delay
adoption of a new budget. He could wait
until May to call a special session and
adopt a one-year budget.
This would be far better than walking
halfway' informed into a new biennial_
budget N one knows' what et:Ingres:1
will do on revenue sharing, and by
spring some handle should be available





moving to a skilled nursing facility. In
many cases, home health care could be
preferable to nursing home care.
However, you must consider costs and
benefits of both alternatives before
making a final decision. Research has
shown that when elderly persons suffer
from repeated and prolonged illnesses,
few families have the time or income to
give or pay for the continous care which
is needed.
The .decision of nursing home care
versus home health care must also be
based upon the patient's preferences
and medical advice. Also to be taken
into consideration are the types of hccne
health care services available in your
community. Either way you go, the
costs will probably be high,
If your mother's care is to be con-
sidered "custodial" instead of medical,
then don't count on Medicare coverage
in the nursing home. However, you
should check on the possibilities of
Medicaid through your county welfare
office.
To sum all this up, in choosing a
nursing home, you should first consider
the needs and desires of the patient, the
affordability, the approved levels of
care and the availability of ac-
ccmodations.
There is no reason to feel guilty if the
decision is made to put your mother In a
nursing home. It takes a lot of courage
to be able to admit that you cannot offer
her the care she really needs and to
make sure you find a place where she
will receive it.
HEARTLINE: I am going to be
applying for a'apouse's annuity under
railroad retirement. Could you tell me
how much of a reduction I would take in
benefits by applying at age 62 instead of
age 65? — V.S. •
For spouses not eligible for full an-
nuities before age 65, benefits would be
reduced by 1-180th for each month the
spouse is under age 65 when the annuity
begins. Using this formula, the
reduction at age 62 comes to 20 percent
of the amount that would be payable at
age 65. For example, a spouse annuity
amounting to $250 at age 65 would be
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Unusual happenings were as newsworthy yesterday as they are
today, thus when an enterprising reporter. of the Ledger 61 Times,
under the guidance of Joe T. Lovett directing the only nes% spaix-r
in Calloway. County in 1929, the unusual ups and downs of life
tallied an undisputed record of sorts regarding the families of Steve
Wrather and Malcolm- NI. Clark. The two families lived within a
mile of one another in the southwest section of the county. The
news story involved the happenstance of double cousins. J. D.
NVrather, a son of Steve, married a daughter of Malcolm in 1899
by the name of Altie. The second contractural inter-family rela-
tionship involved Nlayme \\*rather who married R. \V. Clark, setting
the stage for double double cousins. Not to be outdone by the re-
markable family performance, Maude Wrather married Frank Clark,
setting the pace for a triple threat in the double cousin potential.
)oining the family parade was a fourth child of each family tying the
knot of matrimony with the marriage of 0. C. \\*rather .to Ruby
Clark with the probable set of quadruple double cousins. You
guessed it! Each of the contracting partners had children. Con-
ceivably, the oll_Arse of -cuz- in Calloway County had its origin in
these stalwart families, but keeping it all straight is a mind-boggling
adventure for anyone without a country cousin.
Joe T. Lovett had effected the consolidation of the Murray
Ledger with the Times-Herald the latter part of 1928 to ably direct
the destiny of an excellent single newspaper in Murray for more than
10 years, the first occasion since before the turn of the century that
a newspaper operated in Calloway County without opposition. It
would be improper to include Rev. Boyce Taylor's News at Truths,
a strictly religious publication. Incidentally, -the religious publication
celebrated its 25th birthday Jan. 1, 1929, and continued publication
for several years thereafter.
While Joe and Brother Taylor were busily engaged in the
publishing business, the Boy Scouts of America re-organized in
1929 with Prof. Ed Filbeck as scoutmaster. The first Scout troop
organized in Murray occurred within two years after the movement
bad been introduced in America from England in 1910. Lacking
previous administrative experience and financial capacity of members
to buy uniforms, the 1912 patrols dried on the vine within two years.
Scoutmaster Filbeck's leadership ebbed when he found it difficult
to harmonize rigorous schoolmaster duties v.ith that of acting as
scoutmaster. Another scoutmaster undertook the Scout task with
mediocre success, but the youth movement reached amazing heights
in worthwhile accomplishments in civic projects and citizenship dis-
cipline under the leadership of Ralph Wear, a Linotype operator
associated with the Ledger & Times. Ralph possessed those unusal
qualities essential to directing the destinies of youth—mild tempera-
ment, inspiring leadership, and a gentleman of excellent moral
standards. In addition, Ralph had at his disposal a public relations
outlet to capture the fancy of his charges. No other 'individual has
before or after rivaled this .gentleman's natural wholesome leadership
abilitier-- It was—of-rmrch regret for—the-:yrintfr‘of-e,. firiwav County




Thirty-three students in the National
Forensic League at Murray High
School competed aginst 1,500 students
from 45 different schools from seven
states at the L. M. Stevenson Tour-
nament, Memphis, Tenn. Mark Tinsley,
Jayda Stuart, and Molly Stubblefield
made it to the semi-final rounds.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Metta
Lannom Freeman, 80.
Attorney Don Overbey, city judge-
elect, spoke to the Consumer Education
Class at Murray High School. Mrs.;
B. Crass is the class teacher.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers won their first home basketball
game over Lone Oak. Darrell Cleaver
was high for Calloway and Knott for
Lone Oak.
Baby food is listed at seven cents per
can in the ad for Jim Adams IGA.
"Easy Rider" starring Peter Fonda
and Dennis Hotoper is showing at the
Cheri Theatre.
20 Years Ago
A benefit square dance for the
Murray Rescue Squad will be held Noy
20 at the old skating rink on North 18U,
Street. Music will be by the Hilltall!.
Ramblers.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bob
Alexander, 73, and Ralph Cook.
Charles J. Baugh of Mayfield, for-
merly of Murray, has been named as
president of the Kentucky Association
of Insurance Agents.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs
J. D. Howard, a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Tommy Alexander, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Benny Allen, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James Hamilton, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William Lee, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Scott.
In high school basketbal grimes Hazel
beat Lynn Grove, Kirksey beat College
High, and St. Mary's beat New Con-
cord. High team scorers were Erwin for
Hazel. Butterworth for Lynn Grove,
Edwards for Kirksey, Grogan for:
College High, Yopp for St. Mary's and
Smith for New Concord.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Middle of the Night" starring Kirn
Novak and Frederic March.
30 Years Ago
Two men robbed the bank of Far-
mington yesterday of $6,765 after
locking bank head Clinton Jones in the
vault. Telephone lines between
Mayfield and Farmington were cut
before the robbery apparently by the
bandits.
This year's harvest at Murray State
College averaged 101 bushels of corn
per acre. The same field 10 years aigr)
averaged only 30 bushels per acre a
Carman, head of the Agriculture
Department, attributes the increase tc
crop rotation, lime, phosphate, and
manure
Deaths reported include Timothy
Ray Farrell, two days.
The one act play, "A New-Fangled
Thanksgiving," was presented by the
seventh grade with Lillian Lowry as
director at the meeting of the Murray
Training School Parent-Teacher
Association on Nov 16.
Prof. F. D. Mellen of Murray State
College spoke last night at Temple
Israel at Paducah. His subject was
"Jew and Gentile -In A Troubled
World."
"Border Patrol" featuring William
Boyd as Hopalong Cassidy is showing at
the Capitol Theatre.
Bible Thought
Then drew near to Him all the pub-
licans and sinners for to hear him
Luke 15:1
So many people today i on-plain
that they cannot see or hear Cod. hut
they hav_r__Ktl_strawn _dole enosoth tsu
tijni to ritheiLiee. or heat.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 19, the 323rd
day of 1979. There are 42 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight' in history:
On this date in 1977, Egyptian
President Sadat arrived in Israel on his
historic peace mission.
On this date:
In 1493, Christopher Columbus
discovered Puerto Rico.
In 1794, the United States and Britain
signed the Jay Treaty, which settled
issues left over from the Revolutionary
War.
In 1863, President Abraham Lincoln
delivered the Gettysburg Address.
In 1919, the Senate rejected the World
War I Treaty of Versailles.
In 1942, the Russians launched a
counterattack in Stalingrad,
surrounding invading German troops.
Ten years ago, the second manned
lunar landing was made by the crew of
Apollo XII.
Five years ago, President Gerald
Ford, on a visit to Japan, proposed a
Japanese-American effort to fight
inflation and recession.
One year ago, Guyanese troops
raided the jungle camp of the People's
Temple sect and began to find the
bodies of hundreds of suicide victims
Today's birthdays: Indira Ghandi is
62. Dick Cavett is 43. Former baseball
star -Rey -Ca mpaneila is se.
Thought for today:, The best way to
cheer yourself up is to try to 'cheer
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Before you carve the turkey—
click the camera. And stock up
on plenty of KODAK Color Film
Ask us for all your film needs and
for our quality KODAk Color
Processing. It's really sometqing to
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State Ag Commissioner




Agriculture Thomas 0. Harris
thought he was just attending
a banquet tonight. Kentucky's'
chief - agriculture oflicial
showed up at the Executive
Inn to congratulate the staff of
the. North American Inter-
natjonal livestock Exposition
tor their efforts in making
NAILE the biggest all-breed
livestock show in the world.
He wound up being star of the
show.
Harris found himself in the
spotlight when Harold Work-
man. Manager of the in-
ternationally- famous livestock
expo, presented the com-
missioner with a special
award. Reading fsom the
inscription on the giant award.
UK Dairy Team
Represents State
For the first tune ufnearly a
decade. Kentucky was
represented at the Midwest
dairy products judging contest
by a team of students from the
University ' of Kentucky
. College of Agriculture.
Team members are Lauren
Levi. .a microbiology major
from Lexington; David Davis,
a food science major from
Monticello, and Sandy
Wegener, a food science
major from Covingtcat.
Sandy Wegener, a food
science major from
Covington.
Davis was the highest
ranking individual from
Kentucky, placing third
amoRe yogurt judges at the
contest held in late October at
the Kraft Inc. research
facility in Glenview, Ill. In
overall—competition, Davis
placed tenth.
Levi placed tenth in yogurt
competition, and the team
placed fifth in yogurt judging,
fifth in butter and eighth in




"This was a great showing
considering none of the team
members had 'training in
dairy product evaluation prior
to September," Aylward said.
The UK team finished tenth in
a field of 11 teams, and will
compete in the upcoming
national contest which is






Across Frani Overby loads
Workman said the award was
-in recognition of your out-
standing leadership and in-





been Chairman of the NAILE
is virtue of his 'office ince
assuming the state's key
agricultural post in 1976. At
the time he took office the
NAII.E was only 2 years old
and Workman credited Harris
with bringing the show to its
current prominence.
When making the presen-
tation. Workman said that
when NAILE started in 1974 it
was a beef show only with
about 2,500 entries par-
ticipating. Norkman said that
the show has grown from that
one-week-long event for beef
into a major show with "five
major livestock species, 12,500
entries and we occupy all of
the Fair and-. Exposition
• Center facilities for a two-
week-long expo."
"But we didn't get here with
guidance and a tremendous
amount of help." he con-
tinued: "We are due for more
growth, which will ultimately
reflect- well on the' early
leadership of this show." •
Workman said that Com-
missioner Harris has been
tireless in bringing the North
American International
livestock Exposition to -its
current state of international
recognition and he has worked
constantly to assure wide
agricultural and urban in-
terest in the show. "We want
him to know that we ap-
preciate his • efforts," con-
cluded Workman.
The trophy presented to the
Commissioner was designed
especially for him. Workman
worked closely with a design
firm to have the trophy
specially built. "We'll never
make another one like it for
anyone else", Workman
concluded.
Pork producers are eyeing
Asia as a vast potential
market for exports. Pork is
widely consumed and may be
the primary choice in coun-




Body Repair I Painting
Repairing & Rofinishing
Buying machonery for your opera- large and srnall And we re commit•
lion is your business ours is led to helping you achieve your
finanong agriculture We re goals You If find that PC A has
the farm credit people the flexibility to taitor loan
Mats our speoalty terms and repayment to fit
So when you ye got your particular plan We
plans for IT that call 
.......you
you lalleryg We under-
for cash count on PCA stand And with your sound
leaders in farm machinery tinanc- plans for riew machtnery and our
mg We understand your needs money, yo.r-can buy it your way
.
Jackson Purchase PCA
DEGREE WINNERS — Recent winners of the American Fanner 'Degree, the highest
award given by the Future Farmers of America, are Mike Wilson IWO, sou of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Wilson and Shea Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max 'Buddy' Sykes. The awards were
presented at the National FFA convention held last Thursday in Kansas City. Only 17
awards were presented in Kentucky. Requirements for the degree include a showing
outstanding leadership, ability and cooperation in the student, chapter and community ac-
tivities, being out of high school at least 12 months and participating satisfactorily on the
local, regional and state levels.
FARMERS — Mike Wilson, pictured left with Jamie Potts, Calloway County High School
agriculture teacher, and Shea Sykes were winners of the American Farmer Degree. Wilson
farms 150 acres of soybeans, 511 acres of dark-fired tobacco and c2 acre of burley tobacco.
He also has 70 head of Cattle. Sykes farms 90 acres of soybeans, 90 acres of corn and 412
acres of fire-cured tobacco. Sykes was CCHS FFA president in 1976-77, regional vice presi-
dent in 1974-77 and he won the state crop production contest in 1978.
Demand For Tickets Forces
Officials To Include Matinee
Because of heavy demand
for evening 'Tractor Pull
tickets at the National Farm
ac _ ow, 1Cla
have added a Saturday
matinee pull for 1980.
Scheduled for 1:00 p.m. Feb.
16 in Freedom Hall, the
performance will feature
three different classes, in-
cluding 1,750 lb. Mini-Rods,
28,000 lb. 4-Wheel Drive Farm
Tractors, and 12,000 lb. Farm
Stock. All seats are also
reserved for this contest.
Unlike the nightly pulls.
there is no priority system set
up for the matinee tickets
which are now available to the
general public by mail. Ticket
prices for the matinee are
$6.00 and $5.00. Like the
evening pulls, the cheaper
seats are at the starting end of
theTtraCT.
As for the evening pulls.
single night ticket orders went
on sale Nov. 16. Mail orders
only will be accepted through
Jan. 6.. (Tickets sold in sets foi
all four nights have been on
sale since October.)
The nightly Championship
Tractor Pulls have been
completely sold out each of the
last three years. with huge
pre-show sales. Staring Jan. 7.
1980, any remaining tickets
will be sold at the ticket office
at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center. National
Farm Machinery Show and
Tractor Pulls are scheduled at
6:30.p.m'. Wednesday, Feb. 13,
through Saturday, Feb. 16,
1980. Tickets for the evening
pulls.are 89.50 and 0.50 and all
are reserved seats.
For tickets send certified
check, cashier's check Or
mone order no personal or












.1 am writing you this article
so-that you may be introduced
to a new and exciting event
which is taking place right
now as you read. What  is ityoi_
aATIrithe new Collegiate 4-
H Club. 
. . .
Collegiate 4-H You say? Yes,
a new aspect of the continuing
interest and involvement 4-H
provides from nine years to
college and after. The Murray
State Collegiate 4-H Club was
established last March and
became a new member of the
Murray State service
organizations.
Not really familiar with 4-
H? Well perhaps a few i4 r)rds
of what 4-H means will help. It
is making the best better, and
learning-by doing, while•osing
your heart,. hands, head and -
health for the betterment
club, community, country,
and world. As you can well see
the continued growth and
service of 441 bIll proVide
valuable contribution in
building the individual even
through college.
The Murray State Collegiate
4-H Club has already been
active with its Sponsorship of a
horse show, sending a child to
camp, making repairs on the
4-H concession_stand and
serving as leaders for various
clubs and activities. It has
been a real exciting year for
all of us. With the new school
year in progress plans are
being made for continued
service through advising and
working with the local 4-Hers
as well as stimulating more
participating and unity on the
campus scene.
The Murray State Collegiate
4-H club is organized for
service to the community,
both on campus and off,
'providing that fundamental
unity and character building
through activities and servife.
projects for all to enjoy. Four-
H'ers invite all of us to join
them in their task and watch
for continued news dr what
will be corning up next.
50% of the estate you leave
may..never
, get to your family.
104 N 4th
Gene IL George Landoll Agents
At Your
Fingertips
In this ever-changing world, it's the ever-changing
newspaper that keeps you -in touch'. with what's hap-
pening. Whatever you're looking for in en-
tertainment. . . in information. . in the know find it all
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Tree Association To Meet Dec. 3-4
report:, on apple
scab control. shigometer
analysis of trees and borer
damage to trees from the .
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture will be
presented during the annual
meeting of the Kentucky
Shade Tree Association Dec.
3-1 in Louisville.
-*
• Jo • dr, .11.
SOIL EROSION — In stopping severe soil erosion on bot-
tomland caused by water run-off from a steep hillside, two
500 ft. diversion ditches have been installed on Kim Walli
s'
farm. Pictured above are John Clendenon, Soil Conservation
Technician and Larry Starr, Soil Conservationist, of the U. S.
Soil Conservation Service, checking the completion of 
diver-
sion ditches with tile outlet system.
1 he meeting will be con-
ducted by the Association in
cooperation • with UK's
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice.
Registration each day will
be from 8 a.m. until 9 at
Holiday Inn South, Fern
Valley Road and 1-65, where
the two-day session will be
SOIL EROSION — In stopping very severe waterway ero-
sion at end of two diversion ditches, a 260 ft. 10" diameter tile
outlet system has been installed on Kim Wallis' farm, near
Stella. This practice replaces the need for a grass waterway.
Shown above, left to right, are John Clendenon, Soil Con-
servation Technician, U. S. Soil Conservation Service and





Why gamble? Protect your
valuables from fire, theft or
loss . . . in one of our safe
deposit boxes. It costs you
just pennies a day . . . a














held. A trade show also will
open at 8 a.m. each day.
Talks on current and future
pest prOblems in Kentucky, a
chemical pest program for
trees and shrubs in the lan-
dscape and urban forestry in
the '80s will lead off the first
day's session. In the af-
ternoon, the program will
include presentations on the
International Society of
Arboriculture, arborists as
seen through the eyes of
hoineowners, the UK research
reports and healing wounds of
injured trees.
From 7 p.m. until 9 Dec. 3,
Kentucky pesticide cer-
tification and training and
tests will be offered as well as
an open discussion period for
speakers, registrants and
others.
On the second day of the
- meeting, Walter -Shortie,
Forestry Sciences
Laboratory, Durham, N.H.,
will conduct a field demon-
stration on use of the
shigotneter to diagnose tree
problems. That afternoon,
talks will be presented on
pesticide applicator law,
maiiget . tree injections,
replacement for 2, 4, 5-1 and a
new ash control and other
treatment advances.
Speakers for the annual
meeting will include: Richard
Dorset, Kentucky Division
of Forestry; Robert Partyka,
Chem Scape, Columbus, Ohio;
Larry Biles, U.S. Forest
Service, Atlanta; Gordon
King, University • of
Massachusetts, Amherst;
Tom Welsh, Jefferson County









Dow Chemical Go., Cin-
cinnati; Dave Spatcher, E.I.
DuPont DeNemours & Co.,
Versailles.
Registration for the meeting
is being handled by the
Kentucky Shade Tree





The Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation (FC1C) of the
Department of Agriculture is
seek i kblirenttiMeii t on its
proposed regulations for in-
suring tobaccoldollar plan in
Calloway County, effective
with the 1980 crop year.
Inforniation on the proposed
tobacco (dollar /1)1an
regulations may be obtained
from the FC1C Office, Route 8,
Mayfield. Kentucky, 40143.
The deadline for submitting
written comments on the
proposed regulations is
November 26, 1979. All written

















Reg. $3.98 Save $1.19
Includes:
• All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
Tender. juic Sirloin Steak Baked Potato or French Frie•
A thick slab of Stockade Toast
• SIRLOIN STOCILAD•
• "eft\ .. You ca”'t give too much of ii_good thi
ng.
• 








Hear all 40 CB channels
Monitor police and fire calls.
aircraft. National Weather
Service on VHF. Enjoy AM. FM
and more AC operation or








extra crystals for up to




















High quality at a budget price. Cush-
ioned earpads and adjustable head-
band give you a natural fit for listening
comfort 33-1012











Record your own cassettes from radio or phono!
Bass and treble controls, tape Auto-Stop, tape 
pause,
headphone jack and dust cover 13-1200
!..o2ic4
Floor/Shelf Color Organ
2995 Turn Your Partyinto a Disco!
Built-in sound sensors turn music
into flashing colors. No speaker
connections to make 42-3012
Brilliant Strobe Light Kit
299
c Add "Disco Fever"
with Pulsing Light
Show!
Adjustable flash rate lets you stop
the motion of dancers With com-
plete assembly. operating instruc-
tions 28-40/9




• Month, Day, Date
Alarm rer"inds you of appoint-
ments ',iustable stainless steel
band udes battery 63-5005
95
What a surprise to wake
up to on Christmas
morning! Snooze con-
trol lets you catch extra
Ainks in the morning.
Sleep control gives you
a timed "serenade" to
fall asleep. 12-1513




EC-219 by Radio Shack
Save 27%
14.95













A radio that lets you hear police.
fire, rescue teams, railway
communications and more Scans
and automatically locks in on any
active channel, then resumes




Features you expect only
on more expensive models.
End-of-tape Auto-Stop.
Auto-Level. AC operation or











Precision timepiece that fits in the palm of your hand
Only -,' "x4' x 1 Includes battery and case 63-816
















PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORE!/
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Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY.
NOVEMBER 20, 1979 -
What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign
ARIES 
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19,
Carelessness could mar
work efforts. Avoid overin-
dulgence in food and drink.
Words of love from a close one
sweetens the p.m.
TAURUS
'Apr. 20 to May 20,
Strengthen ties of affection
with loved ones. Partners
provide solutions to work
problems. Be careful of
overspending on pleasure.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20,
Don't be lax about
household chores. Taking




June 21 to July 22i
Be alert on the job. Careless
thinking and procrastination




July 23 to Aug. 4i afg
The grandiose gesture could
prove costly. Protect assets.
Romance -should prove
thrilling. Creative pursuits get
the go-ahead. • ,
VIRGO
-Aug. 23 to Sept. 22i
A chance to buy something
of permanent value shouldn't
be ignored. A relative may
promise more than is possible. •
Be skeptical.'
LIBRA
'Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -
Choose words with care.
You could say the wrong
thing. Follow through on
creative ideas. Artistic pur-
suits are especially favored.
SCORPIO
'Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) rilletr.
Friends and money don't






Nov. 22 to Dec. 21; )(IRV
Curtail unrealistic career
notions. A party turns out
better than expected. You
may become someone's secret
admirer. Mean what you say.
CAPRICORN
t Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Pay no heed to gossip, which
is probably untrue. A friend




/Jan. 20 to Felx,• 181
A friend's hot financial tip
may not be accurate. Social
life has romantic possibilities.




Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Well-intentioned partners
may be on the wrong track re
a career matter. The personal
touch aids both career and
financial interests.
sensitive without being soft.
You work well in partnership
and would make somebody a
strong right arm. You have a
natural-affinity for the law,
which you may well use as a
stepping stone towards
political office. You should
trust your intuition when
making career related
decisions. You are a good
manager and are interested in
reform and religion. Music,
theater, writing, and real
estate are other fields in which
you'll find happiness. Bir-
thdate of: Robert F. Kennedy,
politician; Norman Thomas,




Subscribers who have not receiv
ed their home delivered copy ot
The Murray Ledger & Times by
530 pm.Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery,
The regular business office hours
of The Murray ledger & Times are
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
ritlay and 8 a.m, to noon, Satul-
days
5.5. 22 s Meow thoseriel
SNACKS
Sool 22 s Nolen Or, Remised
PEANUTS
sm 3 s Kroft I needelipies
CREAM CHEESE
sm. lOt 00 Siz. Cl.... SNAPP
CHEETOS
s... Tows livese OM sag«,
SNACK CRACKERS 16 Os 1.99'
*0 17t Osseo Sem
CRANBERRY COCKTAIL 41
14t Oomio Pere Stowe Cease Creelore
PINEAPPLE zo or 59'
Sew 17' Ilfee hre
WAFFLE SYRUP 240, 79'
:me 13 s lleseellose
CHERRIES




!me IS 's Illesselsoeo
APPLESAUCE
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I U910 And Huffy
DINAtBAKED FRESH DAILY tilo 
NER
g.' ROLLS ILFor 1
%
7 '
Bie John's Delicious Bakery Treats Are
Full Of Delicious Flavor
Fresh From The Oven
ou.
Ton •pilorab • .o P one 4
do, 81C. JOHNS
13 Or 3111. 99 3
T.4. appfotab,• to .01 P..< r Sorn.t one", oupo•




Z• toort$1v •1 SIG JOHNS 'Pro fiwipi
Save 26 % Pet Ritz Frozen
Sees 20 s Popperieto Feral
POUND CAKE
%we 11 s Pert
CRESCENT ROLLS
SAre 26 s Sofa yet soepeo
INSTANT PUDDINGS
S... 25' 0.. oelh teepee
SARAN WRAP
54. re% triwp4ir• mai Oi
MARSHMALLOWS







BIG JOHN'S DELI HAS EVERYTHING YOU NEED
FOR A TASTY SNACK, A QUICK LUNCH, OR AN
INSTANT PARTY!! WE CATER TO PANES!
Seel 19% Big MO's
HO—MADE CHIU 1129 BAKED BEANS
Piping Net Sfaiffy 11.3 Styli Mel
HOT DOGS BOLOGNA
See 15's Olg Ms's Own Fmk ,
SANDWICH SPREAD is $129
We Prepare Party Trays. Check At Our Big John Deli'
•• 0•Ph,oblo to rot; P•to• Lupo
fIf /0”,IT 0 Olt JOHNS
T. apploo•bio to .03 ltruot oto•
t0,',1, of SIC JOHNS th,o•
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GHT HERE!
DO SAVINGS!














Amor Ono 2 LI Bai '2'
PORK SAUSAGE






This Ad Good Nov.14 Urn Nov.21
WE ALSO RAVE DOCKS, CORNISii WENS,
AND BONELESS TURKEY ROASTS!
A
989 Whole Boston
Be Sliced Into t










SPECIAL ITEMS YOU NEED TO MAKE









U.S. No. 1 North Carolina Jewel
VarioliSave 11%
POTARES4 un$i

























hookB LI Or awn
GROUND CHUCK
Betts• Ban
PORK ROAST LI 88t
Emma, Psi ,
PORrSTEAK 99'





PORK SAUSAGE Ls IV'






SAGE AFT t4 alta's
CA° hekage
Flower Boutique
U.S. No. 1 Med. She Michigan Save 25% Makes A Fine Gift or Tre.41 Yourself
YELLOWS Lb79t
ONIONS Bag
CRAN— Cite" Sr" 4eik
BERRIES





CELERY HEARTS save Pkg
Save MY 5 lb liag
Jumbo Size Creamy Florida






5 Lb Bag 
$1"
French', Nally Genuine Idaho,. 59
RUSSET 1° Lb. Bagi
POTATOES 5Bua; 99'
TAKE YOUR CHOICE OF NY OR ALL OF THESE That's right. A tree appliance
of your choice ever, time you
collect S300 worth of our
special register tapes.FREE APPLIANCES
1. THE CORN POPPER 4. THE OPENER SHARPENER
2. THE FRYER S. THE DRINK MIXER
3. THE BURGER MAKER 6. THE HOT DOG MAKER




2. Every time %,si shop here e
y..ur special cash rifinster tapes-
in this envelope. Lirsotir
ence, enter the (late and
*. on the chart
3 A"-' IA you have collected
Jc0 in the envel;pe and
'r the appliance you hay -
,* •
4 p. a new envelope for your •
'.'REE APPLIANCE






AIG JOHN HEALTH &
BEAUTY AIDS







'3" size Saw Its 4-Wag
COLD TABLETS 68 Cwol $269
145S1ze Saw 24 % Water (WA ire.)
VITAMINS s269
'4" Size Save 24e Tree II
RAZOR BLADES 14 s299











SAN FRANCISCO 1API -
Municipal Railway riders,
long accustomed to muggers,
breakdowns and stuck win-
dows, get a new form of
diversion neat month when
they will be treated to
"Munimovies." the first films
- ever shown aboard a San
Francisco streetcar.
One of the city's ancient
green-and-yellow electric
streetcar; will be equipped
with two monitors for a 45-
minute combination of
modern and turn-of-the
century footage - a sort of
rail-borne in-flight movie. The
films will be shown from Dec.
17 through Jane. 13.
The showing Of the movies
"is a month-long celebration
of- San Francisco's past and
present.. .a festive public arts
event exhibiting a variety of
visual media," said Richard
Sklar, general manager of
public utilities.
Humorous segments are
included in the films, along
wit) such momentous
nostalgia as "The Annual
Moose Parade, 1912" and
"Market Street, 1905," for
which a camera was mounted
on a streetcar which toured
Market Street to film the
thoroughfare for posterity.
Movie producer Armin
Gang, who created the film
with Danos McClendon,
weaved the jerky black-and-
white footage with color
videotape korn a camera
recently run along Market
-Street to capture the flavor of
1979.
• "Are you serious?" asked
early morning commuter Jan
Stoevalman when told of the
plans.
"We don't have a legal
maximum," said Robert
Rockwell, Muni public affairs
director, when asked how
many viewers would be
permitted to clamber aboard
the relics, not to be confused
with another San Francisco
artifact, the famed cablecars
that draw millions of tourists
to this city.
Since 125 people can
typically be found packed
aboard a rushhour streetcar, •
one regular was moved to
remark dryly, "sardines have
taken lessons from us."
Those associated with the
effort believe they may have
the first-ever movies aboard a
streetcar. The single car to be
selected and the route have
yet to be decided upon.
City officials expect tens of
thousands will watch the film,
but hope that will not include
the drivers.
Over 80 Laid Off
Due To Strikes At
IH, Caterpillar
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) -
Green River Steel Co. in
Owensboro has laid off more
than 80 employees because of




The spokesman said the
labor disputes have reduced
the demand for steel. addinng
that it is difficult to-say how
long the layoffs will be in 
effect.
Court Clerks Get
Day Off With Pay
After Bomb Threat
1.01.1M,11.1.F. Ky. t AP
The .Jefferson Hall of „Justice
was closed. Friday and 215
irruit Court clerks got the day
off m ith pay because oi a bomb
thriqit.
A letter warning that a
boinl might go oft was the
!bird opened in less than -a
month by Mona Perry, a
I hstritt-Cntirt secretary.-
l 'rev iously. the anonymous
v, titer said a bomb would
detonate at a specific time.
The one received Thursday
said a bomb would go off
Friday but set no time, and
officials decided to close the
building.
.Jefferson County police
headquarters, in the basement
of the building, remained
open, and provisions were
made for maintaining some
services; such as conducting
arraignments and posting
bonds.
The latest letter apparently
was written by the same
person who sent bomb threats
on 04 19 and 26, .said Chief
Dise: t_. Judge Robin
Delah nty said. He said the
warning was'on the same type
of bonded'aaper, mailed in an
identical envelope and printed
in similar block letters.
Ricky Ray prepared to uncork a pass against
Western Kentucky Saturday.
Bryant's 'Bama Squad





Now that the pieces of the
football bowl jigsaw are
falling into place, it appears
that ol' Bear Bryant of
Alabama may win his fifth
national championship by
default. Or the whole picture
could fall into wild disarray.
'Can't you just visualize
waking up on the morning of
January 2 and seeing all those
.1ootball buffs from Los
nge es o nco . 'es., an
Tallahassee: Fla. to Colum-
bus, Ohio. running around
with their index, fingers
pointing in the sky and
Screaming:
-We're number one. We're
number one."
It's one of the .most solid
arguments, supported by
many of the top coaches, that
the NCAA should devise some
playoff system for deter-
mining its official national
football champion.
It's done in every other
sport.
Alabama, riding a 19-game
winning streak and with a
coach bidding for im-
mortality, faces the prospect
of meeting a secondary op-
ponent in the Sugar Bowl or,
should it lose to Auburn Dec. I,
no one at all.
Nebraska-Oklahoma battle
for the Big Eight crown. If it's
Oklahoma then it's merely a
rerun of the traditional faceoff
in Dallas, won this year by
Texas. The Southwest run-
nerup goes to the Sugar.
The Orange Bowl could be
the only one offering two
unbeaten, untied teams —
Nebraska 10-0, in case the
Cornhuskers whip Oklahoma,
and Florida State 10-0, which
still must hurdle Florida. The
overlooked Seminoles, No.5 in












which in the past has hosted
the nation's top ranking
teams, is assured of having
two clubs with tarnished
records — either Texas 8-1 or
Arkansas 9-1, whichever  wins
the Southwest Conference
title. against the loser in the
of backs to be recognized No.l.
Nebraska has a shot.
Ohio State, impressive in 11
straight victories, would
certainly let out a lot of angry
screams if ignored after
Sports
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Tines Sports UM*:
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. -- Just like most of his
teammates, Ricky Ray's Celebration didn't rival
his outward emotion in earlier victories over
Eastern Kentucky and Austin Peay.
Rather, Ray wore an expression that came closer
to satisfaction than happiness; instead of ex-
huberence, his look radiated confidence.
"This feeling has been a long time coming, but its
also gonna last a long time," Ray beamed in Mur-
ray's happy dressing room after he and his team-
mates had beaten Western Kentucky 30-20 on their
stomping grounds Saturday to:
give Murray its first outright Ohio Valley Con-
ference title since 1951;
enable the Racers to finish unbeaten in OVC
play for the first time since the league was formed
in 19487
keep, no, strengthen Murray's hopes for one of
the fojjr Division I-AA playoff berths.
may have helped erase Ray's memories of
last year's Murray-Western game. During Mur-
ray's 14-6 loss to tbe Hilltoppers, Ray had two
passes picked off. The final one was returned for a
touchdown and the evenlual winning points.
"I had plenty of time to think about that game,"
Ray said. "I studied all the films extra hard and
was determined I wasn't going to let it happen
again."
Ray didn't shine statisticall Saturday. Of his 15
pass attempts, only four were complete. But one of
them went for 51 yards to Anthony Robbins that set
up a Racer field goal and a 10-0 lead.
While Ray has been a constant in the backfield,
starting every game at quarterback, the offensive
strategy hasn't. At he beginning of the season,
Murray coach Mike Gottfried was as much inclined
to call for a pass as a run on first down.
"We looked at our first three games," Gottfried
said. "We were 1-1-1 and we had thrown 22, 30 and 41
passes. So we said, 'hey, we've- got to be a little
more conservative."
So as the offense began to key on the strength of
the defense and the Racer running backs, Ray
began to throw fewer passes. Couldn't that make
the quarterback think he was less of a part of
things?
' "Yeah, it could for some people," said Murray
quarterback coach Pan Walker. "But with Ricky,
he's willing to not throw ANY passes if we can win
that way."
Before Ray COULD throw any passes this
season, he first had to withstand the challenges of
junior-college transfer Brian Crall and freshman
Winston Ford.
"Ricky showed a lot of guts to beat out those
guys," said Gottfried. "Cr#11 is a smart player, and
Ford has as much talent as any quarterback I've
ever recruited. He didn't have an easy time of it."
But when the Racers opened their season at
Southeast Missouri, Ray started. And he's been
there since.
"He's overcome a lot of adversity this year,"
says Walker. "He played with a bad back for a few
games, but he didn't let it keep him out."
If Ray is to get any praise, it has to be from his
coaches or his peers, because he isn't willing to
take much credit for himself.
Of his running backs:
"It's easy being a quarterback when all you have
to do is give the ball to those guys and watch them
takeoff."
Both Pittsburgh, Dallas
Beaten; St. Louis Loses;
Houston Routs Ben gals
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Because neither of them
played particularly like Super
Bowl teams, Pittsburgh and
Dallas find themselves tied at
the . top of their respective
National. Football League
divisions today.
Both the, Steelers aryl
Cowboys, who met in !asi
January's Super Bowl.
drowned in a sea of turnovers
Sunday.
Pittsburgh saw its four
game winning streak go up in
flames as San Diego in-
tercepted five passes and
turned four of them into
Charger touchdowns and a 35-
7 rout of the defendint:
champions. The loss, com-
bined with Houston's 42-21
victory over Cincinnati, left
the Steelers and Oilers tied for
first place in the American
Conference Central race.
Dallas turned_ the ball over
five times and Washington
added a half dozen quar-
terback sacks in a 34-20 romp
that dropped the Cowboys into
a three-way tie for first place
in the National Conference
East. The Redskins and
Philadelphia, which nipped St
Louis 16-13, share the lead
with the Cowboys.
San  Diego's vvictory over
Pittsburgh kept the Chargers
with Denver, which whipped
San Francisco 38-28. Nect
England moved one game in
front in the AFC East.
defeating Baltimore 50-21
while Miami was dropping a
30-24 overtime decision t,,
Cleveland.
Tampa Bay remaihed two
4ames in front in the NFC
Central, ripping the New York
Giants 31-3, but New Orleans
had its NFC West lead cut to
onehalf game over. idle Los
Angeles, losing to Seattle .38-
24..
Elsewhere, it was Chicago
23, New York Jets 13; Buffalo
19, Green Bay 12: Minnesota
14, Detroit 7: and Kansas City
24, Oakland 21.
Atlanta plays at Los Angeles
tonight, completing the
season's 1.2th _week of play.
Chargers 35, Steelers 7 —
Pittsburgh's Terry Bradshaw
had a terrible time with San
Diego's linebackers. Ray
Preston intercepted him twice
in the hitt half, each time -
setting up a San Diego score.
Then another linebacker,
Woodrow Lowe returned
another interception 77 yards
for another Charger TD.
The 35 points were the most
the Steelers have surrendered
in a single game since 1974.
Redskins 34, Cowboys 20 —
Joe Theismann threw three'
TD. passes and Washington's
defense simply wore down
Dallas. The Redskins added
insult to injury, sending Mark
Moseley out for a 45-yard field
goal with nine seconds left and
-When they get us -down,
they want to rub it in our
face," charged Cowboy
defensive end Harvey Martin.
-It wag totally an insult."
Eagles 16, Cardinals 13 —
Ron Jaworski hit Keith
•
Xrepfle with a 40-yard TD
pass .play in the fourth
quArter, giving Philadelphia
its victory over St. Louis and a
share of the NEC East lead.
Broncos 38, 49ers 28— Craig
Morton threw three TD passes
and Bob Swenson returned a
fumble 88 yards for another
score as Denver won its fourth
straight.
The Broncos had to come
from behind after San
Francisco, held to just 88
yards in the first half,
nevertheless moved to a 21-10
lead. Rookie James Owens
returned a kickoff 85 yards for
a 49er TD.
Oilers 42, Bengals 21 - Dan
Pastorini hit 10 of 13 passes for
182 yards and led Houston to .a
21-7 lead over Cincinnati
before being forced out of the
game with a scratched right
eye. Gifford Nielsen finished
up for the Oilers, completing
10 of 16 for 139 yards.
Pastorini returned to the
sidelines in the second half,
wearing a patch over his right
eye. His injury was not
believed to'be serious.
Of his receivers, particularly Anthony Robbins:
"If I just get the ball in the air, they'll catch it
most of time. I've thrown some bad balls this year
that they caught anyway."
His peers, though, are aware of his talents.
"Ricky just slowly makes you aware that he can
get the job done," said Robbins. "That ball he
threw me was so perfect I just had to hold out my
hands."
And as Robbins hauled it in, Ray raised a trium-
phant fist in the air.
"It took me a while to get over the Western game
last year," he said. "I think this win has made up
for that."
How They Scored
Nance, 80 run Tuck, luck I, 14 44, 1st
Murray - Tuck 35FG, 10 37. 2nd
Western - Caldwell, 3 run; Anderson, kick / 7.10, 2nd.
Murray - Nance, 99 kickoff return , Tuck, kick; 6 96, bid.
Murray - King, 35 pass from Hay !Tuck, kick i; 5:56, bid.
Murray - Tuck, IN Ft; , 3 47, 2nd
Western - Skaggs, 1 run; , Anderson, kick. 10 07. 3rd.
Murray • Tuck, 23F6;33, 3rd










Rushing - Nance. Mu, 20-133. Lester. Mu. 1547, Caldwell, W, 14-
41; Hudspeth, Mu, 11-39. Sruirden. W, 16-34
Passing --- Hall, W, 9.21-263 yards, Kay Mu, 4-15-0 76, Antone, W,
4-4-085
Receiving -- Preston, W,6.11, Fhppm, W. 5-80, A Robbuts, Mu, I
51, King, Mu, 1-15, Hudspeth, Mu, 1-10





Murray State was expecting an invitation today to
the NCAA Division I-AA college football playoffs as the
representative of the Ohio Valley Conference.
Murray Won its first OVC football title in 28 years
Saturday with a 30-20 win over Western Kentucky.
Eastern Kentucky stomped Morehead 34-7 in another
OVC clash while Middle Tennessee salvaged its season
wth a 17-14 win over Tennessee Tech. It was Middle
Tennessee's first win in 10 gaMes• •
In a nonconference contest, Austin Peay defeated
Mars Hill 27-6.
Western Kentucky, the defending OVC champion,
finished 5-5 overall and 3-3 in the league.
Eastern Kentucky's Alvin Miller ran for a pair of
touchdowns and Bill Hughes passed 39 yards to Jerry
Parrish for another score in the win over Morehead
State.
Eastern, 9-2 overall and 5-1 in the OVC, never trailed
after Miller ran seven yards to cap a 30-yard drive
following a 70-yard game-opening kickoff return by
Parrish.
Morehead, which lost it last three games to finish 5-4-
1 overall and 3-2-1 in the conference, got its only points
in the first period when halfback Durftle Hunter hit
Larry Cainpassi with a 32-yard scoring pass.
The Middle Tennessee win didn't mean much in the
standings, but it meant the world to Coach Boots Don-
nelly, who finished his first year at the school.
-This win ain't no big deal to anyone in the world of •
college football. But to my staff, me and those young
men next door, it's a heckuva big thing. It was our
Super Bowl," Donnelly said.
Gerald Robinson kicked three field goals and
quarterback Brown Sanford threw for a touchdown for
Middle Tennessee, which finished the season with a 1-5
conference mark and 1-9 overall record. Tennessee
Tech slipped to 1-8-2 overall and 0-5-1 in the OVC.
All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon,
country sausage. hash browns, hot cakes, and biscuits
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink, For one very
sensible price. Only $1.99, every day from 6 to10.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Quality that keeps you comin' back.
Bel-Air Center


























Ledger & Times Sports Editor
"Isn't this great?" a happy
Winston Ford chimed to
another freshman on the
bench in the waning minutes
of Murray State's 30-20 vic-
tory over Western Kentucky.
"Our first Year here and we
already have the OVC title."
For Ford and even coach
Mike Gottfried, the wait for
the OVC title was a short one,
indeed. In only his second
season, Gottfried has guided
the Racers to their first OVC
title since 1951 and their first
unbeaten, untied OVC record
in the school's history.
"I'm totally drained from
it all," Gottfried said to a
mob of reporters in the Mur-
ray dressing room Saturday.
But a good portion of the
5,000 or so Racer fans that
made the trip to Bowling
Green weren't. They cheered
Murray before the game,
during the game and
especially, after the game.
They mobbed the Racers
when the horn signalled the
contest was over, and many
of them jammed into the
Murray Iockerroom to offer
their congratulations.
"It's almost too good to be
true," Racer offensive coor-
dinator John Behling shouted
above the din. "We, the team
and the coaches, believed it
could be done. But now that
we've done it, it seems
almost unreal."
But real it is. The Racer
coaches battled inexperience
and youthful mistakes by
their players and a strong
league schedule. It's an ef-
fort worth saluting.
Western Kentucky quarterback John Hall (No. 18 at left) had to throw
over Murray State's Rick Lanpher on this second-quarter pass at-
tempt. Above, Nick Nance (with ball) used a block from teammate
Tony Lester (33) to gain a portion of his game-high 133 yards.
for:,
--"*4-441•44..•
.,440.-wolsousenrissasii 4001111111160.6004 • *60~ +0.101,—
At right, Western Kentucky receiver 11
Eddie Preston hauled in a pass in front
of Tommy Houk (27). Houk, though,
intercepted a pass later in the game. ,
—'Pr':








4, • " •
4;4..
0‘100
Kenny Davis (45) and Reggie Pope celebrated Murray State's
victory in the late stages of the Racers' game with Western
Kentucky'. At left, Western Kentucky runner Barry Skaggs was
thrown by, among others, Jeff Gardner (71), Rick Lan pher
(81).
I'-
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Saturday Basketball
For Championship Of Calloway Invitational
'Outside Attack' Helps Lakers Bump Murray High
By STEVE BECKER
Ledger & Times Sports Writer
David Elliott knew his team had the
strength, the height, the inside game.
What he wasn't sure he had was the
complement to those factors: outside
shooting.
His Calloway County girls teain gave
him all of the above in big doses to whip
Murray High 49-35 Saturday night for
the championship of their own invita-
tional tournament.
"I said all along that we had to get
some kind of outside attaceto really be
well-balanced, and Penny Overbey gave
us that tonight," he said.
Overbey. a 5-6 senior, scored 10 points,•
inclufting some clutch long-range shots,
as the Lakers won the title for the se-
cond year in a row.
Calloway scored almost half of its
point total with a 23-point second-
-quarter effort. Holding just a 6-3 edge
after the first period, the Lakers hit nine
of 13 shots over the next eight minutes.
Forward Mina Todd scored 13 of her
game-high 27 points in the quarter, and
she appropriately tipped in a shot for the
final points as Calloway took a big 29-16
halftime edge.
Murray High scored the first six
points of the 4hird quarter on long-range
shots by Starr Jones, Candy Jackson
and Laurie Morgan to trim the margin
- to seven, but two jumpers by Overbey
and two more by Todd pushed the
margin back to a comfortable one and
squelched any Tiger comeback hopes.
"We recognized right off that Murray .
was playing a diamond defense with a
player specifically assigned to Mina,"
said a happy Elliott after the game. "We
adjusted to that really well."
Murray was paced by Tonya Alex-
ander's 23 points, but she was the only
Tiger to score in double figures as Mur-
ray hit just 36 percent of its shots.
CallowaY, meanwhile, hit at a 55-
percent clip.
Murray High coach Rick Fisher
preferred to talk about his team's future
after the game. "We're still very young.
We've only had about 20 practices
together and we haven't yet realized our
potential.
"But one thing's., for sure," he said.
"Before this season is over we're going
to play much better."
While Murray High is idle through the
Thanksgiving holidays, Calloway takes
on Livingston Central at Jeffrey Gym-
nasium tonight.
-About the only change we'll be mak-
ing is trying to play more young kids,"
Elliott said. "We're very sound right
now as far as the starting five, but we.
have almost no one else with much ex-
perience.
"We're going to try and play as many
people as possible in, these early
games," he said. "Being the First
Region champs has made us the target
for everyone. We just have to go out and
try to play well in all of our games and
prepare for. the future ones at the same
time."
Sedalia 37, Hickman Co. 34
Sedalia came from behind in the
fourth quarter on the shooting of JoJo
Harris to edge the Falcons for third
place in the consolation game.
Sedalia, 3-2, was paced by Penny
Wray with 14 points, while Harris chip-
ped in nine. Kay Aleshire took game
honors for Hickman County with 17
points, while Tammy Gardner added
nine for the Falcons, now 5-3.
Callo&ay 41— Todd i15-7 4 27 . P Overbey 5 04 2 10;
Miller 3 0-0 1 6; Willie 2 1-4 4 5. Lamb 0 1-2 0 I ; Hoke 0
04 0 0; Barrow 004 2 0; Marcie Miller 0 0-0 0 0; Key 0
0000; Coles 0 04 0; L Overbey 0 0-0 0 0, Futrell 0 04 0
O.
Totals:!! 7-13 1141.
• PAurray 15 — Alexander 9 5-6 3 23, Morgan 3 0-0 2 6;
S.Jones 1 04 02; Jackson I 04 42. Washer 0 0-0 1 2:
V.Jones 064 2 0: Fox 00-0 2 0; Garfield 00-2 1 0
Totals — 15 5-8 15 35.
Murray 3-12-14- 1-35
Calloway 6-23-141•111—
Sedalia 37 — Wray 6 2-4 2 14, Harns 4 1-2 4
D.Darnell 3 1-2 2 7; S.Darnell 2 1-2 1 5. Nance I 0-1 0 2.
McCuan 0 0-0 0; Page 0 0-0 1 0; Rose 0 0-0 3 0
Totals — 5-11 13 r.
HIckman Co. 34— Alesture 8 1-7 217. Gardner 4 1-2 3
9; Bugg 0 2-2 0 2, Young 1 0-0 4 2, Dublui 0 0-0 0 0.
Crumble 1 0-1 2 2; Rogers 1 0-1 0 2, Faint 0 0-0 0 0, Cash
00-010; Stairs 00-000.
Totals— 15 4-13 12 34.
Sedalia
Hickman 104440 — 34
Victory Over Mo, Western Proof
To Smith Thqt Murray Is Ready.
ST. JOSEPH, Mo. —
Missouri Western College won
the Missouri small college
state tournament last season,
and of its starting five, not a
single, player graduated.
To Jean Smith, that fact
makes her Murray State
team's 83-78 victory over
Missouri Western Saturday in
the finals of a tip-off tourna-
ment a particularly important
one.
"We scored a victory over a
very talented team," Smith,
the Murray State coach, said
yesterday. Too, it gave the
Racers their second triumph
in. as many games.
Junior guard Laura Lynn,
who scored 20 points in a Fri-
day win over Wayne State,
poured in 19 to lead Murray.
But it took a big basket each
by Bridgette Wyche and
Janice McCracken in the late
stages to seal the Racers' vic-
tory.
Murray led by as many as 13
points (51-38) in the second
•
Center Kim Willie 251 Won this rebound battle with
Murray High'i Jann Washer. The Lakers won the
half, but Missouri Western
pecked away and finally edg-
ed within 79-78 with 1:10 left.
Wyche, though, scored a
layup off a fast break, before
McCracken, a junior college
transfer who was second-team
all-America last season, turn-
ed a steal into another layup
and an 83-78 advantage that
guaranteed Murray's title.
Guard Kim Morris added 16
points for the Racers, while
Missouri Western was paced
by Sue Henry (21 points) and
Myasthia Kelly (171.
Smith feels the two-game
stand has prepared her team
for its 7 p.m. home opener to-
day against Southern Illinois
in the Sports Arena. The game
will open the Salukis' season.
Murray 13— Lynn 9-10 1-2 19.
8-14 04 16; Wyche 64 0-0 12: Kelsch 5-8 
010: McCracken 2-4 3-3 7. LaMar 3-1
6; 9akley 3-6 3-4 9; Rowan 2-6 J— 4
Garnett 0-1 0-0 0
Missouri Western 78 — Henry 9-2_
21; Kelly 3-13 7-7 17 ;,Sherwood 4.7
Gudde 4-82-2 10: Dunn 4-9 04 8; Bar....
34 0-2 6; Filkett 13 04 2, Hicks 1-1
Hammel 0-00-00; Sweet 0-0 0-0 0
Halftime: Murray 39, M is- .
Western 30.
.4.144.4romolomor44.444.444.....444.......
game, too, and their second straight .Calloway Invita-
tional title. -
I.
As Candy Jackson ( right ) watched, Calloway•County's
Mina Todd 1231 battled for the ball with two Murray
Makes by Tony Wilms
High players during Saturday's Calloway Invitational
championship game.
Murray High's Miller Is Happy
After Tigers Defeat Lone Oak
PADUCAH, Ky. — With Murray High School's 1979
graduating class went a group of. basketball players that
combined to average near 50 points a game last season for
coach Cary Miller.
It was the loss of that crop of athletes that had Miller wary
entering this season, He still isn't confident, but a 12-minute
period in the Paducah Tilghinan Jamboree Saturday-dreir--
his words of praise.
-We got just about everything we wanted out of a jam-
boree," Miller said after his Tigers defeated Lone Oak 36-32
in the abbreviated contest that served as a warmup for eight
high school teams.
Bearup Decides
To Sign With UK
By the Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Bret
Bearup, a, 6-foot-9 senior at
Harborfields High School in
Greenlawn. N.Y., has an-
nounced that he would attend
the University of Kentucky
next year.
Bearup said he made up his
mind while watching Ken-
tucky warm up before its
season-opening 82-76 loss to
Duke in last Saturday's Hail of
Fame Basketball Classic at
Springfield, Mass.
"I came to the point where I
was 110 .percent sure instead
of 100 percent," Bearup said
Sunday. ''So I figured, 'Why




after a WELCOME MACON call,
As your Nestoss, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Commuaity opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
III be listeeing for year call.
tome irzaFori
King opz.0348  I" Mary Hamilton 753-5570
Howie Crittenden led Murray High with 12 points, followed
by Greg Latto with nine and Nick Swift with eight.
"I know this has been said too many times, but we've got to
take each game one at a time," Miller, whose team was 14-10 -
last season, said. "I feel like I've got about 10 players that
will really help."
Murray High opens its
County.
season Nov. 27 by hosting Trigg
Murray High 36 - Crittenden 12; Lotto 9: Swift 8: Roberts 5; Furr 2. Bradshaw
0, Hibbard Q.
LOW Oak 12 -- Shoemaker 16; M.Ctuse 4; R.Cruse 2, I.Baker 2; Hagen 6; Reed
2.
CLOSED him Good,: smog v. Med
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Cowboys, Steelers Fall;
Cardinals Lose To Eagles
Continued from page 10
Patriots 50, Colts 21 — New England
recovered from last week's 42-7 drubb-
ing by Denver, getting its revenge at
the expense of Baltimore. Steve Grogan
passed for two TDs and Stanley Morgan
returned a punt 80 yards for another.
it was our turn to mushroom instead
of getting mushroomed," said New
England Coach Ron Erhardt, recalling
the Denver debacle.
Browns 30, Dolphins 24 — Cleveland
moved within one game of Houston and
Pittsburgh in the AFC Central by
beating Miami in overtime. Brian
Sipe's 34-yard TD pass to Ozzie
Newsome with 1:21 left to play tied the
score and then Sipe hit Reggie Rucker
with 39-yarder less than two minutes in-
to the overtime for the victory.
Seahawks 36, Saints 24 — Jim Zorn,
who passed for 384 yards, threw TD
passes to Steve Largent and Brian
Peets in the final 6:16, snapping a 24-24
tie to defeat New Orleans.
The late TDs were the third and
fourth of the game for barn as the
Seahawks won their fourth game in the
last five weeks and evened their
season's record at 6-6. New Orleans
also is 6-6.
flues 31, Giants 3 — Doug Williams
threw a pair of TD passes to Larry
Mucker and Ricky Bell rushed for 152
yards, 102 in the first half, as Tampa
Bay ripped New York. Linebacker
David Lewis scored another TD, retur-
ning a Phil Simms fumble 39 yards as
the Bucs avenged an earlier 17-14
defeat.
We were magnificent," decided
Tampa Bay Coach John McKay.
Chiefs 24, Raiders 21 — Kansas City
won its first game in the Oakland Col-
iseum in 13 years, beating the Raiders
when Jim Breech missed an 18-yard
field goal in the final seconds.
Ken Stabler threw three TD passes
for the Raiders and nearly pulled out
the game, noving Oakland 74 yards in
the final two minutes only to have
Breech miss the field goal that would
have sent the game into overtime.
Bears 23, Jets 13— Mike Phipps mov-
ed Chicago to its fourth straight vic-
tory, throwing two TD passes in the
triumph over New York.
Dave Williams scored twice for the
Bears, who moved their record to 7-5
and stayed two games behind Tampa
Bay in the NFC Central.
Bills 19, Packers 12 — Nick Mike-
Mayer kicked four field goals and Buf-
falo broke a fourth quarter tie with its
only TD of the game a 1-yard burst
by Mike Collier — which delivered the
victory over Green Bay.
Mike-Mayer's field goals traveled 37,
34, 31 and 32 yards and then the running
of Terry Miller and Curtis Brown posi-
tioned the ball for Collier's winning TD.
Vikings 14, Lions 7 — Rickey Young
scored both Minnesota TDs in the se-
cond half on runs of 23 and two yards as
Detroit suffered its Ilth loss in 12
games. The victory ended a three-game
slide for Minnesota and moved its
record to 5-7.
Long-Shot Taylor Lifts San Diego
Past Bucks; Lakers Rout Pacers
By the Associated Press
With Bill Walton and Lloyd Free out
of the lineup, the San Diego Clippers




"Coach (Gene) Shue has been en-
couraging me to take the three-point
shot, even to the point of having set
plays," says Taylor.
The three-point shots Were. there for
Taylor to take Sunday night — and he
tiook them. He made five of those long-
distance shots to help the Clippers beat
the Milwaukee Bucks 112-96 in the
National Basketball Association.
"At the start of the season, I didn't
even try to take the three-point shots,"
said Taylor after scoring 23 points, "but
now I'm going after them. It's a tough
shot but I have confidence I can make
It.
"Our offense was so geared to Free
scoring over 30 points a game that it
took us time to adjust playing without
him. We have to play very hard to win
without our two superstars — Free and
Walton."
The Clippers took command of the
game by scoring the final 11 points of
the third period to turn a 73-72 deficit
into an 83-73 advantage entering the
fourth quarter.
In other NBA games, Los Angeles
- walloped Indiana 127-104; Kansas City
routed Denver 109-92; Phoenix whipped
Golden State 99-95;- New Jersey nipp*d
San Antonio 107-105 and Portland
stopped Seattle 100-95.
Along with Taylor's fine shooting
exhibition, the Clippers got a big lift
from SW...11 Nater's 21 rebounds and 13
points. Bingo Smith and Freeman
Williams added 22 and 18 points,
respectively, for San Diego.
Milwaukee's Marques Johnson led all
scorers with 34 points.
Lakers 127, Pacers 104 — Jamaal
Wilkes scored 21 points and reserve
guard Michael Cooper added a career-
high 20 as Loa Angeles rolled to an easy
victory over Indiana. The Lakers took a
3121 lead after one quarter and the
Pacers were never closer than seven
points after that as Los Angeles won its
ninth straight home game.
Kings 109, Nuggets 92 — Kansas
City's dynamic backcourt of Phil Ford
and Otis Birdsong combined for 55
points as the Kings defeated Denver.
The Kings, winning their fourth
straight game, had no trouble at all
against a listless Denver team that was
playing without David Thompson,
sidelined with a virus.
Ford, who made nine of his first 10
shotsrwas the Kings' high scorer with
28 points and also had 12 assists while
Birdsong tallied 27.
Warriors 99, Suns 95 — JoJo White'
and Sonny Parker contributed ke,y
points in the second half to .help Golden
State beat Phoenix and stop the Suns'
four-game-winning streak. .
A pair of three throws by White, four
more by Parker and a basket by rookie
Wayne Cooper in the final 2:24 took the
game back from the Suns, who had
grabbed their first lead of the night
since the opening field goal at 94-93.
Nets 107, Spurs 105 — Calvin Natt's
dunk !hot at the buzzer lifted New
Jersey over San Antonio, giving the
Nets their first victory over the Spurs in
nearly three years.
Natt, who had a game-high 33 points,
scored the final basket on a feed from
Eddie Jordan. Jordan had stolen the
ball from San Antonio's James Silas,
who was attempting a final shot for the
Spurs with the score tied.
Blazers 100, Soaks 95— Ron Brewer
scored 21 points and Tom Owens added
18 to lead Portland over Seattle. Owens
scored five of his points in the last 67
seconds to help the Trail Blazers hold
off a late charge by the Sonics.
Seattle had trailed by 17 points, 75-58,
at one time and scored 10 straight
points at the end of the third quarter but
couldn't quite catch the Blazers.
'Barna Could Win By Default
Continued from page 13
finishing off Southern Cal 9-0-1
or Washington 9-2 in the Rose
Bowl.
The USC Trojans, with loads
of talent, a devastating run-
ning back in Charles White
and a record marred only by a
tie, could stake a legitimate
claim if it should win ,at
Pasadena.
Never intended as national
title playoffs, the bowls down
through the years have served
their purposes well. They have
provided sparkling ex-
travaganzas and en-
tertainment, a holiday for the
players and money for the
university coffers to buy
Say No To The Bird
1(111 11*
‘1111'
Servo A Gibson Country Nam For Thanksgiving
Aged Country Hams Sale 
$1 69 
per lb.
Ask About Ovr Primo I Choice Sides of he
Gibson Ham Co. Phone
Murray, Ky. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7-5 Sat. 7-12 753-1601
future tackles and' quar-
terbacks.
Mainly, they have provided
bragging rights. Occasionally
they have helped narrow the
debate over No.1 ranking.
Remember the Navy-Texas,
Alabama-Texas, Notre Dame-
Ala ba ma, Ohio State-USC
thrillers of the past?
This year, there is no such
luxury, no way to match the -
No.1 and and No. 2 teams. It
seems ludicrous that with all
the academic minds
available, someone hasn't
produced a blueprint which
preserves the rich traditions
of the bowls while in-
corporating a means of
determining an official
champion.
Ryan Expected To Make
Signing Official Today
By the Associated Press
Memo to baseball club
owners: If you want to buya
free agent, you'd better hurry.
Just about all the top mer-
chandise from this year's re-
entry draft has already been
taken off the market.
Nolan Ryan and the Houston
Astros were expected to make
their liaison official today,
with Ryan signing a reported
four-year, $4 million contract.
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.




Ryan, who became a "
strikeout star with the
California Angels,' said
playing for a contending team
near his home in Alvin, Tex..
60 miles from Houston, was
one of the prime factors in his
decision.
Other players who most
recently signed contracts or
agreed to terms include relief
pitchers Al Hrabosky with
Atlanta and Don Stanhouse
with Los Angeles, startini!
pitcher Bruce Kison with
California and veteran
slugger Tony Perez with
Boston.
Sources say Joe Morgan.
who is coming off two bad
seasons with Cincinnati, will
sign with a West Coast club
this week.
Since the New York
Yankees earlier signed power
hitter Bob Watson and pitcher
Rudy May and the Los
Angeles nodgers last week
inked starting pitcher • Dave
Goltz, most of the top names
among the 44 players who
went through the re-entry'
draft are already account&
for, 44-




L T Pct. PI, PA
New England 8 4 0 667 321 721
Miami 7 5 0 563w 172
Buffalo 6 6 0 900333 309
NY Jets 5 7 0 417 246 2116
Baftimore 4 8 0 333 163 276
(email
Houston 9 3 0 750 386 250
Pittsburgh 9 3 0 756 301 195
Cleveland 5 4 0 667 20 277
Cincinnati 2 10 0 167 255 316
West
Denver 9 3 0 750 MO 187
San Diego 9 9 0 750 305 204
Oakland 6 6 0 500 266 249
Seattle 6 6 0 500 270 MI
Kansas City 5 7 0 417 114 203
National tesdereace
East
Dallas 8 4 0 667 260 225
Philadelphia 8 4 0 667 231 221
Washington 8 4 0 .617 242 211
N.Y. Guints 5 7 0 417 189 229
St Louis 3 9 0 290331. 252
Central
Tampa Bay 9 3 0 730 241 1r7
Chicago 7 5 0 .513 235 209
Minnesota 5 7 0 417 182 253
Green airy 4 8 0 333 183 ZI9
Detroit 1 11 0 .053169 V5
West
New Orleans 6 6 0 .500 369 263
los Angeles 5 6 0 435 202 212
Atlanta 4 7 0 3&426S 230
San Francisco 1 11 0 .0021 734 339
Sunday's Games
New England 50, Baltimore 21
Washington 34, Dallas 20
Buffalo 19, Green Bay 12
Cleveland 30, Miami 24, OT
Clucago 23, New York Jets 13
Philadelphia 16, St Louis 13
Minnesota 14, Detroit 7
Houston 42. Cincinnati 21
Denver 36, San Francisco 2$
Kansas City 21, Oakland 21
Seattle 38, New Orleans 24
Tampa Bay 31, New York Giants 3
San Diego M, Pittsburgh 7
Monday's Genie





Buffalo at New England
Cleveland at Pittsburgh
Washington at New York Giants
St. Louis at Cincinnati
New Orleans at Atlanta
Minnesota at Tampa Bay
_Philadelphia at Green,Bay
Kansas City at San Diego




New York Jets at Sesi77:-.3401.
Newton Wins
Australian Open
By the Associated Press
MELBOURNE, Australia —
Jack Newton of Australia
captured the $137,115
Australian Open golf cham-
pionship by one stroke when
Greg Norman missed a three-





,,Bon Lutz d Pat DuPre 6-3, 6-4. 2-6, 6-3
Doubles final
Mark Edo iondson-John Marks d
D uPre-Lutz 6-1. le, 6-4
Wembley. Eaglaad Twomey
Meal















Kentucky Finance 32 12
Peoples Bank 26 18
Thurman urn 36 18
Tower Sports Center 23 21
Murray Ins 22 22
Women of the Moose 22 22
Dennison-Hunt  21 23
Paradise Kennels  17 27
Wilson Clean-Up Shop 16 24
Fireball-5  15 29














Wilson Clean-Up Shop 2649
Women of the Moose Mll
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New Jersey 7 11
Ceatral Dadaists
Atlanta 12 7


















Golden Atte 9 9
San Diego 1 12
Saturday's Games
Houston 103, Atlanta 100
New Jersey 96, Detroit 93
New York 113, Boston 109
Washington 116 Utah 103
Chicago 106. Pluladelptua 103, OT
Seattle 1011, Golden State 103
Portland 103, Cleveland 96
Sunday's Games
Los Angeles 127, Indiana 104
New Jersey 107, San Antonio 106
KAMM City 109, Denver 92
Golden State 99, Phoenix 95
Portland 100, Seattle 95




Houston at New York
Detroit at Atlanta
Utah at Cleveland
Philadelphia at San Antonio
Denver at Chicago
Golden State at Kansas City
Phoenix at San Diego
Loa Angeles at Portland
NHL Standings




































632 Vancouver 9 5 5 23 70 5:
579 1 Chicago 5 7 6 16 46 53
563 1'4 St Louis 5 10 1 14 5:
MO 44 Winnipeg 5 10 3 13 4o 66
316 Edmonton 3 12 1 10 61 413
313 SN Colorado 3 12 2 8 45 65
Wales Codereser
Adams Division
722 Boston 1223 27 64 41
450 5 Buffalo 11 5 3 73 71 51
300 Minnesota 9 4 4 72 79 60
230 9 Toronto 9 1 17 67 62
Ill Il Quebec 7 2 16 33 56
Norris t5saleremee
727 Montreal II 5 3 n 71 55
714 Los Angeles 8 7 4 20 79 SO
632 Pittsburgh 6 6 4 16 34 58
632 2 Hartford 5 7 5 15 53 52
.300 4', Detroit 6 S 2 14 49 50
400
Saturday's Games
Hartford 4, Edmonton 0
Detroit S. New York Islanders 4
Boston 2, Toronto 0
Buffalo 4., Minnesota 2
Philadelphia 3. St ikUls 3, tie
Chicago 4, Colorado I
Montreal 3, Los lingeles 1
Simday's Games
Boston 5, Hartford 4
Buffalo 9, Edmonton 7
Quebec 4, Toronto 2
Atlanta 1, Washington 2
New York Rangers 5, St Louis 3
Minnesota I, Chicago 3. be
Pittsburgh 3. Winnipeg 2





New York Islanders at St loins
Washington at Colorado





A banquet to honor the Ohio Valley Conference champion
Murray State football team will be held at 6:30 p.m. today in
Beshear Gymnasium, which is located on the MSU campus.
A limited number of tickets, priced at $6 each, is still
available, an MSU spokesman said.
...at Murray High
Murray High's football banquet will begin at 6:30 p.m. to-
day at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Tickets, priced at $4.50 each, are available at the door.
"WANTED" NEW HOME BUILDERS
OR ANYONE INTERESTED IN SAVING MONEY ON


















































30" Duct Type 3,f
Hood $29.95 :
Non Duct :
* * *7)1t1 Y*S*3*1*. 9>f *
5' White Shower & Tub
By "Pinnacle" $191.40
This is a Deluxe Fiberglass unit
We Also Stock



















* 7300 Microwave *





Complete Supply Of Plastic Pipe & Fittings, Well Supplies, In-
dustrial, Faucets, Sinks, Sump Pumps and Plumbing Supplies
IQuality Products at Discount Prices
"At McKee You Pick Up and Save $$$
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 Mobster Who Knew Defendants Gunned Down
THE ACES°IRA G CORN. JR Los Angeles Mafia Members Go To Trial Tuesday
"Be ignorance thy choice
where knowledge leads to
woe -- James Beattie
To make today's interest-
ing game. declarer must be
either ignorant or very wise
A little knowledge will cer-
tainly lead to woe
North's cue bid of three
diamonds is a substitute for
the Stayman convention
after West's overcall South
bids his four card heart suit
and. when North retreats to
thnee no trump, he promises
enough points to bid a game
and a four card spade suit
(had North found his major
suit fit. he would have
raised to game
Declarer's queen of dia-
monds wins the first trick
and declarer counts his
tricks. He has only seven
sure tricks in sight and
clearly the best chance for
more is in the spade finesse.
Tliis offers an even chance
and, given West's overcall.
the spade finesse seems the
best shot.
Scr-much for the declarer
with a little knowledge. The
finesse loses. West rattles
off five more diamond
winners and the cold game
goes down two.
It is true that spades offer
the best single chance. But
it is also true that there
should be no rush to try the
finesse. The' wise player
sees this and the inexperi-
enced player doesn't.
However, both will make
their games.. albeit for dif-
ferent reasons.
After winning the • dia-
mond queen. declarer
cashes the top clubs and
finds an even suit split gives
him his eighth trick. The
fourth club,is cashed and a
heart is led 'to declarer's
ace. The heart king comes
_next and. when West's queen
drops. the spade finesse is
no longer needed. Dummy's
heart jack is the ninth trick
NORTH 11 - 9- A
•AJ96
4111 .1 8 2
• J 6
• A 9 4 2
WEST EAST
472 • K 5 4 3
• Q5 1110 9 7 4
441(10- 53 498
• J 10 5 4863
sot'TH
• Q 108
IP A K 6 3
• Q 4 2
4KQ7
Vulnerable North-South
Dealer South The bidding
South' West









Opening lead Seven of dia-
monds
and the game is tucked
away.
The novice makes the
game on the run; the wise
one knows he can delay the
spade finesse. It's only the
declarer with a little knowl-








4 A J 6
• J 8 2
• J56





North has distribution and is
wary of no trumps. South's
aces and trump support
should offer a good play.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
i'O Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply
Deox-A611,
By Abigail Van Buren
Black America
Paid Its Dues
DEAR ABBY: In listing the various peoples who came
from other countries to build America, there was no mention
of the blacks who came from Africa. Should they not be
credited with giving America gospel music and jazz and the
blues'.'
BLACK AND PROUD
DEAR PROUD: Yes. But the blacks contributed much
more than music. For decades they worked our fields,
cleaned our homes, cooked our meals, nursed our babies and
fought our wars. Against tremendous odds, they managed
to produce such outstanding Americans as George
Washington Carver, Booker T. Washington, A. Philip
Randolph. Jesse Owens, Marian Anderson, Jackie Robin-
son, Ralph Bunche, Thurgood Marshall, Andrew Young and
too many more to mention here.
But it took a Civil Rights Act 119641 to grant blacks equal
rights and make racial discrimination illegal.
DEAR ABBY: I am amazed that the British didn't get a
special mention for their contributions to America. They
gave us the very foundation for our nation!
They gave us not only George Washington, Thomas Jef
ferson and Benjamin Franklin, but most of our founding
fathers. And of course. they gave us our language.
Our law is based on British common law.
Also, the British dominance in literature, combined with
the E.igli.,11 language, provided a tradition that gave us
many of our own outstanding literary figures.
D.L. IN MICHIGAN
DEAR Di.: You're right, or course. May heaven forgive
me, and God save the king!
DEAR ABBY: When I was divorced two years ago, I gave
my husband custody of our 2-year-old daughter because I
felt that he was a more patient, responsible and capable
parent than I. 1 pay a monthly support, so it's not as though I
wanted an easy out from parenthood.
My problem is my grandparents who live in another state,
l'hey haven't spoken to me -since my. divoriv because they
think I'm "disgusting- for having given 14 my child. I't•
written,to them, explaining rrlf reasons for my actions. I've
svnt gifts at holiday time, but have been ignored. I've
telephoned them, but the Minute they hear my yoke, they
bang up on me! I've begged them to see me, but they refuse
The-y see my child once or twice a month, so they're not
being deprived of their ifreat-grandchild.
• Abby. it hurts terribly to be treated this way. How can I
'get hack in their good graces?
REJECTED IN REN()
DEAR REJECTED: You've done all you can. Quit crawl-
ing and begging. You didn't deserve to be rejected in the
first place. I think it took a great deal of character and
unselfishness to have given up your child for tbe reasons you
did. I hope time will soften their hearts and harsh judgment
of you. If it doesn't, they will be the biggest losers.
CONFIDENTIAL TO A READER IN POPLAR BLUFF.
MO.: Hodding Carter said, "There are only two lasting be-
quests we can hope to give our children: One is roots: the
ether. wings."
Let go.
ho said the teen years are the happiest? For Abby's
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know." write Abby:
• 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Enclose SI and a
long, stamped (28 cents), self-adilressed envelope, please.
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES AP - On
a winter evening almost three
years ago, Frank Born-
pensiero stepped out for a
stroll near his San Diego
home. He never returned.
That night, Feb. 10. 1977,
Bompensiero. 71, a gruff.
hearty man known to kis
associates as -The Bump,"
was shot four times in the
head and neck with a .22-
caliber gun.
Police found his body in a
pool of blood. A cheoed-up
cigar, his trademark, lay
beside him. They called it a
gangland slaying. identifying
Bompensiero as a known
mobster.
But insiders said he was
something more — a mobster
who had turned informer for
the government.
Tuesday, in federal court.
five men who knew -The'
Bomp" go on trial on
racketeering, extortion, ob-
struction of justice and con-
spiracy charges, which in-
clude the killing of Boni-
pensiero.
In an unusual move, the
government identified all five
defendants as members of the
Los Angeles branch of "La
Cosa Nostra," the Mafia.
Their trial, the product of
work by the government's
Organized Crime Strike
Force, is seen as the most
important Mafia trial to reach
the courts in recent years.
Bompensiero's legacy two
be the glare of public scrutiny
the trial will focus on the
Mafia migration to California
over three decades — a
tiistory of extortion, murder
and terrorist tactics W htch led
to mob control of the enor-
mous West Coast pornography.
industry.
The historian the govern-
ment is banking on is their
star witness, billed as the
most important Mafia in-
former since Joseph Valachi
spilled his story to the
:McClellan Rackets Com-
mittee on national television
in 1963.
He is Aladena James
"Jimmy .Ttlie Weasel"
Fratianno. a known Mafia
haman who recently con-
fessed to involvement in 11
gangland executions since the
1940s.
".Although there's no way at
all to excuse some of the
things he's done in the past,
Mr. Fratianno's commitment
is a sincere one," said James




promised a maxiumum of
fivve years behind bars and a
new identity if he fingers
Bompensiero's killers and
tells all he knows about the
California Mafia. a
Fratianno, who has been in
protective custody for two
sears, is said to have turned
informant when he heard the
mob had issued a $100,000
•.contract" for his execution.
They believed Fratianno was
trying to shake down fellow
mobsters for money.
Fratianno has already
testified in organized crime-
related trials in New York and
Las Vegas and has plefided
guilty to complicity in the
Bompensiero slaying.
The 65-year-old Fratianno
began his criminal career in
Cleveland but moved west in
the 1940s and became a
protege of Los Angeles
mobster Mickey Cohen. He
was arrested but never tried
in the murders of two Cohen
associates. He recently said
he was their killer.
In the Bompensiero case,
Fratianno says he lured "The
Romp" to a phone booth near
his home, then alerted Mafia
buddies to kill him. Court
documents say the mob
believed Bompensiero had
informed on Fratianno in a
pornography extortion case.
There are varying repoctrof
Just who Fratianno
fingered as the triggerrnan in
the killing. He is expected to
name names at the trial.




Dominic Phillip Brooklier, 64;
Louis Tom Dragna, 58;
Michael Rizzitello, 51; and
Jack Lo Cicero, 66.
Their indictment is the
second in a case long-stalled
by pretrial challenges on
technicalities. The first in-
dictment was dismissed in
June 1978 on grounds the
grand jurors had read and
discussed neVspaper stories
about the case. •
Eight months later, when
the men were re-indicted on
similar charges, one defen-
dant was missing.
Thomas Ricciardi, 47,
originally - named.. by the
government as the trigger-
man in Bompensiero's killing,
had died during heart surgery.
Lo Cicero, who had -been
named as driver of the
getaway car, also underwent
heart surgery but survived.
The team of lawyers
defending the five men are
expected to stress two points
- that Fratianno, a killer and
stool-pigeon, is an un-
trustworthy witness, and that
the wrong men were arrested.
As evidence they cite a note
found in the trash oi Mafia
figure Joseph -Joe Bananas"
Bonanno Sr. in Tucson, Ariz.
The note, found five days after
Bompensiero died, was
written in Sicilian and said:
-Call Turi. P.M. Tell Turi —
Thursday night. With
semiautomatic gun short)( 22.
That doesn't make noise."
Bonanno's son, Salvatore, is
known as Turi.
Bompensiero was killed on a
Thursday night with a .22-
_caliber semiautomatic.
Authorities said they couldn't
tell if the note was written
before or after the killing.
Bonanno is expected to be
called as a witness, but it is
likely he will invoke Fifth
Amendment - protection
against self-incrimination.
Kirkland Takes Over AFL-CIO




Lane Kirkland. , organized
labor's shy and scholarly
administrator, is becoming
only the second president ot
the AFL-CIO as a quarter-





election to the top post today
as the AFL-CIO undergoes its
first change in leadership
since its birth 24 years ago.
A native of South Carolina,
Kirkland is running at the
labor federation's convention
without opposition to succeed
Meany, his mentor and close
friend, as chief spokesman for
14 million unionizedworkers.
Thomas R. Donahue, 51, a
former Labor Department
official who became Meany's
executiveassistant, is running
without opposition to succeed
Kirkland as serretary-
treasurer.
The elections are taking
place at an AFL-CIO con-
vention where presidential
politics is as much on the
minds of union leaders as
internal politics.
President Carter and his top
aides have lavished attention
on those attending the con-
vention, and on Sunday, it was
Sen. Edward M. Kennedy's
turn.
Kennedy, challenging
Carter for the 1980
Democratic presidential
nomination, invited all 104
presidents of AFL-CIO unions
to his Virginia home for what
one union leader said was a
low-key afternoon get-
together.
"It was sort of a casual
gathering," said Fred J.
Kroll, president of the
Brotherhood of Railway and
Airline Clerks. •
Kroll said Kennedy talked
briefly, reminding his guests
that he has been in the Senate
since 1962 and • has given
organized labor help over the

























FLEETWOOD MAC $ 996
1598 Lit ,.
$8.98 LIST PRICE














Prices Good Through Nov. 28th
STEVE MARTIN
Comedy is not Pretty
IrMelazijo
LED ZEPPELIN


















































Each of these Items is raquired to be readily available for sale in
each Kroger store, except as specifically noted in this ad. If we
do run out of an advertised item we will offer you your choice
of a comparable item, when available, reflecting the same
savings or a Rain Check which will entitle you to purchase the
advertised item at the advertised price any time within 30 days
hices goad through Nay . 21st.
















That s what you get in the Kroger
Meat Department. Want a special_
cut not found in our meat cases?
Want to know this week 't meat
values? Want to know how much
meat it takes to serve how many?
Our meat people will help you. or
find the answers - if you want them
Home & Family






































































U.S.D.A. Grade A Holly Farms
FRYING
CHICKEN























































































REGULAR OR RING SIZE










g IDAHO $U 9 EMIPOTATOES SAG



























































































• U S GOVT GRAOID CHOICE BEEF $ 1 79
FLAT BRISKET Le













with this coupon and 'let purchase excluding items
prohibited by law., and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchandise Subiect to applicable foxes
Limit one Good November 14 thr u 21












CHEF SOY AR DIE PREMIUM
$ 1 29 Combination Pizza 1501 9"PIG
GRAHAM CRACKER
81 c Pet-Ritz Pie Shells
S)s k. ;$1141VW• bq"•4


























KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!
YOU LL FIND THE COST CUTTER SYMBOL ON HUNDREDS OF YOUR FAVORITE ITEMS THROUGHOUT THE STORE. PLUS, EACH WEEK.
YOU'LL FIND COST CUTTER WEEKLY AD SPECIALS FOR EXTRA SAVINGS ON GROCERY ITEMS, DAIRY, FROZEN FOODS,






WAS 1 1 73
NOW
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71/4 OZ BOX 
EASY Off LIMON SCENTED
Oven Cleaner.
























1601NN 4 3 41c
STONILY (BEAN STYLE 01 WHOLE KERNEL
Golden Corn 11 01 CANA+ A I 39c
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AP - Several rule changes
have been proposed by 21 state
House Democrats. who say
that the new rules would in-
crease legislative ef-
fectiveness.
The proposals, which also
include two changes in state
• law, apparently would give a
Qrcater voice to state
representatives who are.not in
leadership posts.
The 21 Democrats called for
. a majority vote as the basiSto
-oispend rules. Currently, such
change requiresEtwo-thirds
majority.
The House group asked that
three _Members be selected
from the floor for the Com-
"mei. on Committees.
Currentl) , five Democrats
and. one Republican. mainly
the leadership are on this
conunittee.
The Democrats proposed
that service on the Rules
Comnuttee or the Conunittei
on Committees should count
toward the maximum of three
committee assignments for
any House member. In effect,
this Would slightly modify the
power of the leadership.
Another proposal is to
require posting and con-
sideration of a bill in com-
mittee within seven legislative
days if the primary sponsor
requests it in writing.
Currently-, it is up to a com-
mittee chairman to consider
bills whenever he wishes.
The House group also asked
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sideration of any bill after 45
legislatives day of a regular
session. ---Now, this is not
governed by any rule, and the
practice of late, bill filings
results in a logjam.
The group also would
preclude the speaker and the
majority leader from serving
on any standing committee.
another apparent attempt to
reduce leadership power.
And the last proposal is that
House leaders be selected by
secret ballot in the party
caucus. Currently, the leaders
are picked openly and their
selection is formalized when
the legislature meets.
The proposed- rule changes
could be implemented next




require enactment of statutes.
One would add an extra
member each from the House
and Senatte to the bipartisan
Legislative Reasearch-
Commission, which now
consits of 16 members. The
additonal two 1,RC members
would be picked from the
floor.
The other change in law
asked is that no change shall
be made in the post of LAC
director without approval of
the House and Senate.
Currently. the governor in
effect can oust the director
and -name a new one through
his influence upon the LAC,
which nominally does the
:chePsing. • • ,
The proposals • were put
forth in two news conferences
Sunday at the first.day of the
F.'relegislative Conference,
which runs through Wednsday
at, Kentucky Darn Villiange
State Park.
The House will be made up
in January of 75 Democrats
and 25 Republicans, a gain of
three Republicans from the
current lineup.
Forri'S Spiall -T111 1.1721e''
cualoe so popular that the
('raee price of automobiles
{iropperl fron, $1,000 in I901) to
$.605 I..) 1916. -Ford's four-
lin(lcr !node's were raised
trio{ $345 to $6.15 in 1917.
St (lard inass production
ii ahled Ford to turn out his
i•-irs faster than other auto
II i-ikers.
FIVE GUESTS attended the Murray Civitan Club Guest Night at Seven Seas Restaurant
on -Thursday, Nov. 15. Pictured, left to right, front row are Mrs. Opal Roberts, Civitan
president; Mrs. Daniel Tucker, Mrs. Georgia Bailey, and Mrs. Becky Hampton. Behind
the ladies is Ray Harlan, Governor of the Kentucky District of Civitan International.
Another guest was Shay Henley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Henley. Gov. Harlan com-
mented on the Murray Club as "a Civitan Club that did the things that good Civitans
should do and do it on time."
Study Shows Seven Kentucky
Districts Suffered Net Loss
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON 1AP) - A
new study says that Ken-
tucky's seven congressional
districts suffered a net loss of
$307.7 million in taxes paid tp
the Pentagon compared to
defense spending, • and that
,only two congrOsSional
districts - the 1st and-2nd -
showed gains.
Nationally, the study -said
that most of the country's 435
congressional districts A.
more in taxes for defense than
they receive in defense
spending. More than half have
a net loss of at least $100
million a year.
The net result is that the
Pentagon budget drains
money out of 305 districts and
funnels it into 130 districts.
according to the analysis
released Sunday.
The analysis also supports
earlier studies that defense
spending is concentrated in
the-South and Southwest.
"Military spending is a
principal source of drastic
imbalance and inequity in the
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allocation," the study con-
cluded.
The study was conducted by
Prof. James R. Anderson of
Michigan State University for
Employment Research
Associates, a private con-
sulting firm in Lansing. Mich.,
that specializes in analyzing
military spending patters.
The study .gave this break-
down for Kentucky:
-1st District, $149.8 million
gain, -
-2nd, $200.4 million gain.
-3rd. $154.6 million loss.
-4th, $210.6 million loss.
-5th, $82.8 million loss.
-6th. $134.2 million loss.
-7th, $75.9 million loss.
Anderson said that military
spending is excessive, and "is
ultimately an unproductive
use and waste of a country's
resources once you get beyond
the sums needed to defend
your shores and help allies." •
. Anderson calculated the
amount of taxes from each
congressional district that
went to the -Pentagon budget
in fiscal 1978% He compared
that with the amount of money
the Pentagon spent in each
district for payrolls, con-
tracts, and other costs.
Pentagon spending totaled
$112.7 billion in that year,
Anderson said.
The study found that 95 of
the 100 districts in the upper
Midwest and 79 of the 104
districts in the Northeast have
a net loss.
Overall, 220 districts suffer
a net loss of $100 million or
more, the study said.
The hardest hit area of the
country is the 10th District in
Illinois, comprising the
northern suburbs of Chicago.
which was represented 1))
Democratic Rep. Abner Mik-
va at the time of the survey
Mikva has since been ap-
pointed a federal ludge and a
special election will be held
Jan. 22 to pick his successor.
That district had a net loss.of
$409.2 million in 1978, the stud)
said. .
California ranks first in -the
country, in terms of the
number of districts with a net
gain - 28 "winners" and 15
"losers." Most of the winners
are in the southern part of the
state where there is a heavy
concentration of electronics
and aerospace contractors.
The 12th District of Texas,
represented by House
Democratic Leader Jim
Wright. has a net gain of $1.6
billion,' the largest . in the
country, -the study said.
Overall, however, 14 of the




DENVER (AP) - Rox-
borough State Park, a 765-acre
park of native red rocks
located southwest of here,
opened this year.
The hogback rim on the
park's east side and the
pinecovered ridge of Pike
National Forest on the west
provide a protective enclave
for the park, which supports
its own microclimate - not
necessarily the same as the
surrounding environment.
Aluminum Manufacturers
Face Dec. 3 Trial Date
In Supper Club Suits
COVINGTON, Ky. (API -
Twenty-six major
nianufacturers of aluminum
wit ing face a Dec,-3-trial date
in civil Suits stemming from
the 1977 Beverly Hills Supper
Club fire.
The date was set Wednesday
after U.S. District Judge Carl
Rubin ruled that the entire
industry may be sued since
evidence cannot pinpoint
which manufacturer is liable.
It would be the first damage
suit stemming from the
disaster to go to trial. All
previous defendants have
settled out of court, with
damages totalling more than
$15 million.
Original suits sought $2.8
billion, following the May 28,
1977, fire at the Southgate,
Ky., nightclub. A total of 165
persons died in the blaze and
50 were injured.
Rubin said the trial may
proceed on the theory that
manufacturers, under certain
conditions, can share in in-
dustrywide liability.
We hold that under
certain limited • factual
situations, liability against an
entire industry may be im-




Chesley, lead counsel for tile
victimi. "We are ready to go
to trial."
Rubin also said his reasons
for allowing an entire industry
to be sued foUowed Kentucky
• ' "lite cause and location of
CLASSIFIEDS
I:NO*4  . 
Brenda's Beauty Salon, 753-
4582 Shampoos and sets, hair-
cuts, up to permanent wee!
Call for an appointment. FynA
Elkins.
Dr Carl A Bowers,
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center, 34
miles East on Hwy. 94,
Murray Kentucky. New
Office hours Mon,. Wed





Listed her* is o reedy
reference that will quickly
help you locate, the




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sole or Trade
14. Wont To Buy












27. Mobile Home Soles
28. Mob. Horn* Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
3/. Want To Rene.
32. Apts. For Rint •
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








44. Lots For Sale
'45. Forms For Sol•






52. Boots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade

















For Teens "It's Your
Bog"
the Beverly Bills Supper Club
fire are' still in dispute,
although several reports have
indicated that the fire was
probably electrical in nature.
"Plaintiffs contend that as a
result of the fire and post-fire
disturbances, the identity r.t
some of the ruanufactuer
whose products may hay.
caused or contributed to thi
fire is indeterminable."
Plaintiffs contend the fin
was caused by "old
technology" aluminum wire
and wire connectors. They
contend that the -old
technology" aluminum wire.
when used with copper con-
nectors, produces a fire
hazard,
Rubin cited the massive
research compiled by victims'
lawyers over 212 years. -
"These documents create a
.genuine issue of material fact
as to whether these .defen-
dants acted in concert. in._




The judge said, however,
that the ruling doesn't express
an opinion about the liability
of any defendant.
,"The plaintiffs' ability to
prevail on the merits or to
survive motions for directed
verTficts at -the conclusion of
their case must await the trial
of this matter on its rnerrits,"
Rubin said.
'However, Rubin did dismiss
as a defendant a non-profit
trade group, the Aluminum
Association tric-.
Jesus states in John 14:21. -He
that hath my commandments.
and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth me and he that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father, -
and I will love him, and will
manifest myself to him
bath worship service. Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study, 6 lii 7 and 7 til 8 even-
ings. Study by phone anytime.
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store, 759-4600
r CLASSIFIED AD .
DEADLINES ` "
In order for your ad to appear
Jon the date you-speedryorr
ust adhere to the following
deadlines. An ad must be call-
-Or brought in -by 12 awn
the day before in order to ap-
pear..in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
10 MA on Saturday.
To have an ad cancelled
before publication you will
need to contact us by 3 AM
that morning in order for it not












The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The teleptume numbers



















Formerly TV Service Ctr.
In Sc. I Trli
Me rear)
What we do best is care
Needloie, 753-6333
Lost and Found -
lost' Male, black Beiguim
Sheep dog Answers to the
name Duke 4 months old
$100 reward' Call collect Harry









paid training, $448 to
$519 to learn. Must be
high school grad or
GED. Call Navy (502)
753-6439 for interview
or call toll free 1-800-
841-8000.
Homeworkers earn $50 Per
hundred securing, stuffing




Housework, one or two days per
week 753-7812
10. Bus, Upprtulti_ty_
Build your business in Shakle
Be your own boss. Opportunity
for free car. paid vacation trips,
insurance and retirement. For
more information call 753-
0541 or 75.3•9486
14. Want To Buy
Paying $9 00 per dollar for 90
per, cent silver coins, Halves
1965-69. paying $1.65 each
527-9139. 
Wanted to buy standing
timber, top prices paid. 489-
2334.
Want to buy one acre more Of
less at reasonable price near
Murray. Call 753-0193 after 5
Want to buy: 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup, in good condition. Call
436-2289 after 6 pm. 
Wanted to buy: Veneer white
oak timber. Pay top price. Call
in the evenings, 753-4984.
NOTICE: PUBLIC MEETING
The Community Development Agency will hold
an important neighborhood meeting on Tuesday,
November 20, 1979 at 5:30 p.m. at the Douglas Com-
munity Center on L. P. Miller Street/North 2nd
Street.
This meeting will discuss aspects of .the
Rehabilitation, Program and other Community
Development Program activities over the next 2
years in the Douglas area..
All interested group.4, organizations and persons
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ANT ADS ARE YOUR BEST. BUY!SHOPCOMPARE
14. Want To Buy 
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Want to buy 35 mm camera
with flash $50 or less Call
753-7231 
15. Articles For Sale
For sale- Used waterbed and
frame, cash register, adding
machine, glass showcase, realy




etc. Call 753-2961 after 5 pm.
For sale Early AillefiCaR luviwg
room suite, $60, 20 inch boys
3-speed bicycle $20. boys 24
inch 10-speed bicycle $35
Phone 753-7546 before 6 pm
Junk car parts. cheap'
Acetylene gauges, chain fall,




Three 20- electric stoves, two
30- electric stoves. two 9
cubic foot electric
refrigerators: one 12 cubic foot
electric refrigerator, two
edgers Twenty 110 watt cell
ing heaters: ten 28-68 screer
doors Contact Murray Housing
753-5000 Will be sold by seal
bids. opening November 21st
at 1 pm', Murray Housing Of-
fice. 716 Nash Drive
19. farm Equipment
Farm tans, grain dryers. sales
and service A & I Ford Supply.
Inc Highway 54. west of Paris .
(901)642-8544
Ford traitors -and equipment.
sales- and service, factory wai
fanty parts, fast, courteous ser-
vice at reasonable rates Grain
bins, grain and feed systems,
pride of the farm livestock
equipment. channel drain steel
roofing and siding at discount
rates Custom building turn key
contracts. A & I Ford Supply,
Highway 54 West. Paris, TN,
642-8544
Factory hitch converts AC trac-
tor to 3 point equipment. Like
new, $200. Evenings 759-
1739.
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor, completely equipped, in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21' disc. John Deere model
7,000 planter with monitor,
13' John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator,
John Deere 15' harrow. John
Deere 6x16 plow, John Deere
rotary hoe. All equipment one
year old and in brand new con
Mum. Will sell seperately or al
'together. Phone 489-2141
after 5 pm
1972 4400 John Deere corn
bine, good ,condition. Call 489
2397 after 6 pm
510 Massey combine, 1968
Ford grain truck 489-2425
MUST SELL...NOW! All-steel,
clear-span building. 60x72x14,
$5995 F.O.B., large door in-
cluded, 40x48x14, $4595
F.O.B. Call Doc collect, (614)-
237-2677_
Truck tool boxes, standard and
deluxe boxes, tailgate protec-
tors, round bale hay feeders:
new and used tires. get 'our
price before you buy, tractor
tire flats repaired Call Vinson
Tractor Company, 753-4892. 
20. Sports Equipment 
GOns at wholesale price. Mur-
ray Home & Auto True Value.
Hunting clothes, half price'
Murray Home & Auto True
Value.
Sleds and snow shovels now in
stock-at Murray Home & Auto
True Value.
22. Musical
Gibson Les Paul deluxe guitar.
also small Univok amplifier two









Clayton's-J B Music 11
oiliisr3.7d5C;w15 srl  .11
411PalefeeelhearallrollNierairai
22. Musical
Spinet piano, used. like new
Used console and grand pianos
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co . across from
the Post Office in Paris. TN.
Sckova wooden guitar. $15
753-8361
Two new console stereos,
reduced due to damaged














irewood. $25 rick. delivered.
Locust fence posts. 7 ft $2 9
ft $2 50. 489-2327.
:Full selection of Litton cake
supplies 'Murray Home & Auto
True Value 
Mobile home parts; doors.
locks aluminum roof coating
RV winterirer. anchors, straps.
faucets, tubs and showers
Hale's Lock Shop, 753-5980
Oak, Hickory. Ash. firewood. U
haul or delivered. $15 and up.
753-6837
Toy department is now open at
Murray Home & Auto True
Value
25-.1111S11-4-SS Ser-vices
Lay-a-way with Murray Home
and Auto True Value
Weatherize now at Murray
Home & Auto True Value 
26-. TV-Radio
Repossesed. Take up monthly
payment on 25- color tv. War-
ranted. Clayton's- J & B Music,
753-7575. 
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna:
can talk to Capada and Mexico.
New $150. now $75. 492-
8834 
trifobile Home Sales
Price reduced to $18.900. Dou-
ble wide home, underpinned,
central heat and air, located on
2 acre lot Also 3 or 4 car
garage. Excellent location. 489-
2248 after 5 pm
12x65 Revere, three bedroom,
two bath, completely furnish-
ed. including washer and dryer,
underpinning, central heat and
air. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7124.
Two bedroom, 2 bath Holiday
mobile home. Kitchen and
large living room, washer and
dryer hookups, stove and
refrigerator, central heat and
air, underpinned. Call 753-
9431, 
28. Mob. Home Rents
For sale or rent "Lot set up for
trailer, $̂35 per .month. Conrad
Heights Subdivision, 235' deep
and 100' wide. Call 753-1852. 
29. Heating-Cooling 
All wood burning stoves on
sale. Murray Home & Auto True
Value.
For sale wood burning stove,
new grate, very efficient. $50
753-6625 
30. Business Rental
or rent 1000 square toot
Southside Shopping Center.
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet Call
753 661?
32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apartment. I or.,
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. 753-6609.
For rent: Furnished apartment
at New Concord. $80 per mon-
th C4436-2323 after 5 pm 
BET BODY SHOP
2 miles out of Murray on Hwy. 280
is now open!!
Auto Glass and Body Repair.
Free Estimates at home Or the shop!
Ed Thomason
436-2658
32. Apts. For Rent 
Extra large furnished upstairs
apartment Private entrance
central heat and air, married
couple only No pets Call 753-
1203 •
Redecorated two bedroom
duplex apartment to perma-
nent adults with best
reference 1104 Pogue Avenue
33. Rooms for Rent
kr,,LIM5 lor rent $10 per fT1011-
utilities furnished one
block from University 759-
4909 or 1531812
Room for rent one block from
University Share bath and kit-
chen All utilities included
$70 per month plus $70
deposit Call 753-0430 or 753-
8131
34. Houses For Rent _
1





deposit, and $135 a
month. Couple
preferred. Call 753-
5322 after 4:30 p.m.







Big horn saddle with buck stit-
ching. good condition 13 hand
pony. Call 753-4867. 
381 Pets-Supplies 
Basic and advanced dog obe-
dience class, start November
28th All breeds and ages
Special program for 2 to 4
month pups Professional in-
structor 436-2858.
Boarding and grooming for
Thanksgiving Make your reser
vations now We board cats too
Hidden Valley Kennel, 435
4481
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming were $12.00 now
$10.00 By appointment, Con-
nie Lampe, 436-2510.
Registered female Doberman
Pincher. 1'7 years old Call
753-7627 after 5 pm
43. Real Estate
Quality and convenience are
yours in this lovely smaller
home. Maintenance free ex-
terior: just redecorated in-
terior...Large lot, trees and
landscaping are all part of this
extraordinary package - just for
you. Call 753-1492...Offered by
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Reduced for a.quick sale. Nice
2 bedroom brick in edge of
Hazel on 1  acre lot. Newly
decorated, and new carpet, has
new plumbing and wiring, and
insulated to T.V.A. specifica-
tions. Lots of closet space. A
good retirement home or a
"first" home. Priced to sell at
$22.900. Call Spann Realty
Associates. 753-7724.
To please ..a lady! House flows
for easy living and gracious
entertaining...den and study
each with fireplaces, unique
kitchen with island, double
oven and dishwasher,. .3
bedrooms. 2 baths. This-ttome
has economical gas heat and is
located on a shady lot west of
town. For more information call
753-1492...Offered by Century




shop with paint room
and lots of equipment
to remain with pur-
chaser. Nice office
with equipment and 2
baths. All in an ex-
cellent location and on






1000 Square feet in-
i,tilated metal building
on 1/2 acres located on
husy highway 4 miles
from, Murry. Priced
below replacement
cost - $60's. Phone
Kopperud Really, 753-
1222 for full time real
estate Service.










with a future has it all-
spaciousness, lots of
glass, stone fireplace





heat and air con-
ditioning, 2 electric









basement - 2 car
garage. Two
bedrooms, spacious
living - dining room
with Cathedral
ceilings, glassed wall
for lovely lake view.
Elec. heat and central
ir. Only $36,500.
Coll 753-8080
Want a home in Canterbury
that doesn't cost a fortune?
This 3 bedroom brick has
carpet, economical central gas
heat and central air, 2 baths,
double garage and on a large
corner lot. Is hard to believe
that it is priced in the $50's.
Call Louise Baker at Spann
Realty Associates, 753-7724.
Purdom & Thurman




We have farms for sale from
five acres to 175 acres. These
range in price from $5250 to
$78,500. Any of the property
can be purchased with a low
down payment and owner
financing at considerably less
than bank rates. Call John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 1111





looking for real estate
brokers or sales people
in 1 estern Kentucky.
Earn top commission
dollars - More op-








0167. TOLL FREE: 1-800-
821-5642. Remember..










Ph .9411 47'1-2986 114-1711
South Fulton 1. nti ,
This story home can be
bought for $14,500. Four large
rooms with bath, located
southeast of city. has recently
been re-roofed and painted.
Nice shady lot with garden
spot. Owner leaving town Call
James Green at Spann Realty
Associates. 1534724
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
150x250' lot on Doran Road
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm
Six lots in, Sherwood- Forest.
Call 753-3076. 
45. Farms For Sale
10 acres with 3 bedrooms, liv-
ing room, kitchen, dining room.
bath and shower, central heat
and air home. Located 2i.,7
miles east of Almo Heights.
Phone 527-1764.
Mini farms near Paris Landing
and Kentucky lake. Call 753-
3076.
1617 acres tillable land, 4'7
miles from Murray on 121
South. Call 753-1358 after 5
pm.
Row crop and cattle farms for
sale. Large acreages. Some
with financing available. Con-
tact Paul Nielson, (502) 521-
3979. 
46. Homes For Sale
Nice country home, wooded
lirresidential, city water, elec-







veneer. 3 bedrooms, 2
bath home, located
west of Murray on 2
acres. Will trade for
home in the city of







You only live once so enjoy life
more in this attractive
home...18x30 Great room, 3
bedrooms (one has fireplace).
built-in country kitchen, large







trailer located on 31/2





Property is all fenced
and cross-fenced for
livestock. Call today
for an appointment to
view this property.
Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for all
your Real Estate
needs. We are mem-
hers of the Migtiple
Listing Service.
PERFECT SETTING
Mobile home on a
beautiful wooded lot
(100x23131 with a nice
workshop in back.
Mobile home has cen-
tral gas heat and cen-
tral air. Lot also has
two septic tanks if
another trailer hook-
up is desired. Located
Northwest of Murray





NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
TrIHAIRCUT $1.25 t PRICE SHAVE 75'
For Illosiritel I iN•110 U. plone ell 151 1485 imp Ain alv.c• *WY P•1141 Servs.
Three bedroom house, 2 bath,
double garage, large den with
cathedrial ceiling in Canterbury
Estates. Call 753-1358 after 5
pm.
Two bedroom frame cabin,
located at Pine Bluff shores.
Price $7500 firm! Call 753-
4016 after 5 pm
48. Auto. Services
We can make your car
look good and weather
protect it for the on-
coming months ahead.
We glaze and wax, and







1972 Buick LeSabre, 4-door.
$375. Call 753-9710. 
1974 Brougham LTD
8361.
49. Used Cars  53. Services Offered  53. Services Offered
For sale 1971 Catalina Pon-
tiac, 350 motor, 2V 4-door,
motor and body in good condi-
tion $500 Call 489-2510
For sale 1976 Datsun 280Z.
good condition, very
reasonable. Call 753-4395
between it and 6 pm daily.
1974 Monte Carlo Landau.
power steering, power brakes
and air. Has tilt wheel and
power windows. Silver with
burgandy interior. $1400. Call
1-354-6217.
1974 Pontiac Ventura. 2-door.
power and air. Call 753-1484.
1977 Trans Am, power. air,
radio 8-track, one owner, low
mileage, looks and runs great
753-3562.
1978 T-bird Towne Landau,
black and gray color with gray
plush interior. Has cruise con-
trol, tilt wheel, electric doors,
windows, seats, and trunk. AM-
FM radio with 8-track. tape.
defrost rear window, new radial
tires, 17,000 plus miles. See at
607 Elm Street.
1913 Vega, red, 48,000 miles.
$800. Call 436-2166.
Would like to sell or have so-




1979 C1-5. perfect condition.
753-6802 or 436-5366.
1477 Chevy wrecker, one ton, 4
wheel drive. automatic. 28,000
miles, Canfield boom. 437-
4734 or 437-4749.
1961 Chevrejet„, 'half ton
pickup. $350 eall 767-4027
1972 Datsun 1600 pickup,
$650. 753-0573i
For sale: 1979 Dodge Maxi-vari,
$4150. See at Garrison Motor
Sales on Duguid Drive, 753-
6000. *
1974 Ford pickup, $1500. Call
753-4094 after 4 pm.
1978 Ford Van, air, cruise, tilt.
$9000 sticker price. Used 18
months, -$4950. Call 753-5867
or 753-4953.
51. Campers
Hurry! Winter is coming! Com-
plete repair and winterizing
service. A few 1979 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
prices. Close out special on all
truck toppers, $190. White's
Camper Sales, Highway 94
East, Murray, KY. Call 753-
0605.
Topper for long wheel base for
753- Chevrolet Luv truck, sliding
back glass. Call 247-3256. 
53. Services Offered1973 Corvette. Call 527-9229.
1966 Chrysler, motor in ex-
cellent condition. $250. Call
753-7295.
1975 El Camino, good condi-
tion, $1850. Extra nice 1969
Chevelle wagon. 6 cylinder,
automatic, over 20 mpg, $890.
Call 489-2595.
For sale: 1973 Maverick, 302
V8, power and air, $1000. 767-
6356.
1973 MG Midget, good condi-
tion, $1400. 753-3984.




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
'aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895.
Concrete and block work. Block
garages. basements. driveways,








12th & Poplar 753-1227
Plumbing or electrical repair
on well pumps, water heaters,
and ranges, also dishwashers




Vibra-Vac -steam Or dry clean-









Guttering by Sears, Sears con
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways white rock-
ed before bad weather, Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison.
753-5429 after 4 pm.
Insulation blown' in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears, 153-
2310. for free estimates.
Licinsed Electrician and gas in-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Licensed electrician. Prompt,
efficient service, reasonable









and brown. Roofs sealed. Also
patio awnings, open or screen-
ed in, with or without windows.
Also carports, single and dial-
ble sizes. Jack Glover. 153-
1873 after 6 pm.
Carpentry service Whatever
your needs Old Of new quality
work Call 753-0565
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing, house painting.
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs -
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966.
I
Will haul driveway I
white rock and Ag
Lime. Also have wash-




mercial or residential. -Free
estimates. 759-1987.
Save time and money, call us
first, Millstone Development
Corp. We move the earth. for
your excovating needs. Septic
tanks, ponds, and lakes.
Backhoe dozer and pan work.
Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
492-8258.
Tractor work: breaking, disking,
bushhogging, blade work. Cali
753-7400 from 8 til 5, after 5,
753-2632;
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704.
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white Pea_gravel.
Call Roger -Hudson, 753-6763
or 753-4545.
Will do plumbing, heating,
remodeling, repairs around the
home, carpentry, and roofing..
753-9600. -
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry, work complete-
ly guatenteed. --Call or vette
Morgan Construction Co.,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026...
57. Wanted
Paper hanging and interior Wanted: Man with corn picker
painting. Call 437-4617 or 153- to pick corn and put in crib.
7337. Good pay to right people.
Phone 753-2542.
Wanted. Gentleman to share
large 2 bedroom furnished
mobile home. $100 per month
including utilities 489-2327
Fall House Cleaning
Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free












(Clip This Ad From The Paper








'Refinishing 6 Repairs "Antique Brass Hardware
'Custom Built Furniture *Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets
Hwy. 641 -6 Miles South






Radio Cab Sheriff Murray-CallowayCompany
TAXI CAB 753-5131 Poison
County Hospital
SERVICE Control 753-5131
6 0 m -Midnight







or 753-5352 753-1621 753-6952
Carrier FreeTermite Inspection Hinman/s
• Flies, Roaches,
Quality Service Silver Fish &Shrubs Rentals
Company MAGIC HAT
Kelley's Termite Reese, rerdep, mac sewer,
& Pest Control' power and concrete Nab sad-Heal Pump "%Mum Smells( we.Spec/elite Is NOS. 13th St.
Modern Sheet Metal
8, Service Departments.
in rim fine old
tradition"
Murray, Ky 753-5703
753-9290 Business 759-4878 753-3914 802 N . 18th Street
INE111=111111i,
4Fmagiiim
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Guy Earl Cothran of Benton
Route 1 died Sunday a& 4:35
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. He was 71 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
employee of Airco Alloys.
Calvert CIO.. a veteran of
World War 11, and a member
of the New Zion Baptist
Church.
Mr. Cothran is survived by
his wife. Mrs. .Magdaline
Cothran, Benton Route 1; one
daughter. Mrs. Mary Lee
Clark. Mayfield: eight sons—
Earl G. Cothran, EdOvillt,
Roy Cothran. Murray. Jim
Cothran. Gilbertsville. Bill,
Ray. and Sherman Cothran,
Benton Route 3, and Don and
Bob Cothran, Benton Route 1.
He is also survived by two
sisters, Mrs. Oliva Robertson.
California, and Mrs. Grace
Cole, Florida; one brother,
Hugh Cothran. Lake City; 15
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and
Cann Funeral Home. Benton,
with the Rev. Don Phelps and
the Rev. C. C. Brasher of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Bethlehem Cemetery in
Lyon County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today I Monday .
Mrs. Youngblood
Dies At Her Home
Mrs. Lizzie Youngblood, -a
native of Calloway County.
died Thursday at 11 a.m. at
her home in Cincinnati, Ohio.
She was 90 years of -age and




Lawrence and Mrs: "Verline




The funeral was held today
at 10 a.m at the chapel of the





Tem Buck N1cCuan of
Mayfield Route 1 died Sunday
at 6:30 a.m at his home. He
as 79 years of age and a
retired farmer.
Mr. McCuan was a member
of the Burnett's Chapel United
Methodist Church. Born May
4, 1900, he was the son of the
late John Terry McCuan and
Martha Jane Meadows
McCuan.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lorena McCuan, and one
daughter, Miss Becky
McCuan. Mayfield Route 1;
two _5011S. Robert and John
N1cCuan, Farmington Route
1: three sisters—Mrs. Violet
Chrisman, Dearborn. Mich.,
"Mrs. Jessie Farr and Mrs.
Louisa Martin, Walnut Creek,
Calif.; four brothers—Curtis
McCuan, Farmington Route 1,
Harley McCuan, Santee,
Calif.. Jack McCuan,
Elcerriton. Calif., and Nor-
man McCuan. San Pablo,
Calif.; 10 grandchildren; nine
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Harry Nall officiating.
Serving as active and
honorary pallbearers will be




McAlvin, Charles Jetton, Dr.
J. C. Melin, Pete Motheral,
13Wight Jones. Harry Burton,
L. D. Drowns. Ruple Hendon,
Cecil Miller, Paul Ray. and
Dwight Reed.
Burial will follow in the
Burnett's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The late Indian leader
Mohandas Gandhi began a
fast in 1932 to dramatize his
campaign for an end to
discrimination against the so-
called Untouchables, the
lowest of the castes. The fast
ended after' six days when the
Pact of Poona allowed the
Untouchables to enter all
temples and schools and to use
all Indian roads.
autli mem inear
1977 Monte Carlo Landau
Rally wheels, power steering and brakes, air
conditioner, 26,000 miles, silver with silver half
vinyl top with red interior, extra sharp.
1978 Chevette
Local one owner, 4 door, 4 speed, 27,000 miles,
red, saddle interior.
(Q) GM GILIAUTYMINCE PARTS GM
GIDIVIAL MOTORS PRRIT DIVISKIN
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617
4WD' mem maw AM= mom
Robert W. Smith,
Former Murrayan,
Dies At His Home
Robert Walker Smith,
formerly of Murray, died
Sunday at his home in Nash-
silk. Tenn. He was 60 years of
age and his death was due to a
heart attack.
Mr. Smith was associated
with the Tappan Company.
Murray Division. for 18 years
before he and his family
moved to Nashville, Tenn.
Born Nov. 5, 1919, in Olive Hill,
Tenn., he was the son of Mary
Walker Smith, who survives,
and the late William .0mby
Smith.
Survivors include his wife.
'Mrs: Beatrice Johnson Smith:
his mother, Mrs. Mary W.
Smith. Savannah. Tenn.; one
daughter, Mrs. Gerald
(Sandra ) Gallimore. Murray;
one son. Benny H. Smith,




Mr. Smith is also survived
by his father-in-law. Ben
Johnson; two sisters, Mrs.
Kendrick i Doris Lackey and
Mrs. Betty Reed. Savannah.
Tenn.; two brothers, Harold
Smith, Savannah. Tenn.. and
Clifford Smith, Jackson, Tenn.
One brother, Gideon Smith. is
decease4-7•-, ,
Services will be held
Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Phillip and
Robinson Funeral Home,
Nashville. Tenn. Military rites
will follow at the graveside at
the Mt. Herman Cemetery.
Savannah. Tenn.
Pallbearers will be Robert
Kempson„ John Frazier. L. D.
Flora, Butch Jones, Jim
Barker. and Jim Hutchens.
Lee Ann Lamb, 2,
Dies Sunday With
Rites On Tuesday
Lee Ann Lamb. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lamb of
Murray Route 6. died Sunday
at 10 p.m. at St. Jude's
Children's Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. Her death followed an
extended illness.
The little girl was born Jan.
13, 1977, in Calloway County,
and was the daughter of Frank
Lamb and Shirley Grooms
Lamb.
Survivors include her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lamb,
and one brother. Jerry Lamb,
Murray Route 6; grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Toy




grandfather was the late Elvis
Lamb.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
DeWayne Franklin of-
ficiating.
Pallbearers will be Gene
Lamb, Billie Hester, Danny
Calhoun, and DeWayne
Roach. Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Friends may - call -at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today Monday.( 
DENTURES
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The funeral for Homer G.
Darnell will be held Tuesday
at 2 p.m. at the Coldwater
Church of Christ with John
Hoover and Hays Grady of-
ficiating. The song service will
be by singers from therhurch.
lerving as pallbearers will
be Danny-. Ralph. Harold,
Howard. Phillip, and Randy
Darnell. Burial follow in
the Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
('oleman Funeral 'Home
where friends may call after 3
p.m. today Monday).
Mr. Darnell. 59. - lAncoln
Park. Mich.. died Thursday
from a gunshot wound while
deer hunting in the Manstee
National Forest near Baldwin.
Mich.. according to officials
there. He and his wife were
camping in the area when the
death occurred. His body was
found Friday mOrning, of-
ficials said.
The deceased was born July
4. 1925, to the late G. T.
Darnell and Josie Frances
Jones Darnell of the Browns
Grove Community in
Calloway County. He was a
veteran of World War II and a
member of the Church of
Christ.
Survivors include his wife.
Mrs. Dorothy Harris Darnell.
one son. Billy Darnell. and two
grandchildren. Ham and
Kelly Darnell, all Of Lincoln
Park, Mich.; one Sister, Mrs.
I.ola Smith. Faeminglon
Route 1: six brothers, Tom-
my. Herman. Hess, Cody. and
Stanley Darnell, all - of Farz
mington Route r. and James
Darnell, I ,eavittsburg , Ohio.
Mrs. Lucy E. Tutt
Dies At Westview;
Funeral Is Today
Mrs. Lucy Emily Wells Tutt,
96, died Saturday at 1 p.m at
the Westview Nursing Home
She was the wife of Lonzo Tutt
who died in 1956, and was a
resident of 843 Hurt Dri‘e.
Murray. -
Born Aug. 26. 1883, in
Christian County. she was the
daughter of the late James
Wells and Tempie June Hurt
Wells. Mrs. Tutt was a
member of the Union Hill
.Church of Christ.
She is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Carl Edna •
Arteberry, Murray Route .1.
and Mrs. Steven I Hilda Ruth
Meholick. Detroit. Mich.: tv%.,
sons, Wayne Tutt, Oklahoma
City, Okla., and Hafton Tun.
Anna, Ill.; one sister. MTN-,
Zadie Bridges, Mayfield. 10
grandchildren—Billy, Jesse.
Jeffrey, David, and Michael
Tutt. Nancy Reynolds. Carla
Hooker, Terry Downey, and
Larry and Vickie Meholick.._
six great grandchildren; two
great great grandchildren.
Two grandchildren, Emily
Reynolds and Charles Tutt,'
preceded their grandmother
in death.
Funeral services are beine
held today at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev
Gerald Owen officiating. The
music is by singers from the
Grace Baptist Church with
Leland Peeler as director an''
Anita Underhill as pianist.
Grandsons are serving_a.,
pallbearers and burial will





Mrs. Helen Harper, mother
of Mrs. Shirley Tubbs of
Har'din, died Saturday at 9 05
a.m. at the Marshall County
Hospital, Benton. She was M
years of age and a resident of
the Possum Trdt Community
Her husband, Mack Harper,
died Nov. 7. .
Survivors include her
daughter, Mrs. Tubbs; five
sons, Ed Harper, Calvert City
Route 1, Raymond Harper,
Benton Route 7, Harvey
Harper, Calvert City Route 1
Fred Harper, Benton Route 6,
and Marion Scott Harper,
Mayfield Route 1; 11 grand-
children; 17 great, grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home with. Elder. Russell
Breshear and the Rev. silly
Turner officiating.
SoEving,as pallbearers will
he Jimmy, Jewell, Anthony,
and Bruce Harper, Mark and
Phil Barrett, and Jeff Tubbs,
all grandsons. Burial will
follow in the Fool's Cemetety.
'Continued From Page One
wanted for the Democratic-dominated
assembly.
Instead, according to sources on his
transition team, Brown is not even
sending an observer to monitor the
three-day session held at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.
All this is in the name of legislative
independence, and the lawmakers are
taking advantage of it.
Battles are shaping up over selection
of the Senate majority leader, with
Democrat John Berry of Turners
Station in the apparent lead, and House
speaker, with Democrat William
Kenton of Lexington trying to win an
unprecedented third term.
With Brown out of the picture tem-
porarily, traditional outside politicians
reportedly have entered the fray.
The most notable intrusion is by
former state Democratic chairman J.
R. Miller of Owensboro, who is pushing
his home area legislator, Don Bland-
ford of Philpot, for House speaker.
Despite mention of a role by outgoing
Democratic Gov. Julian Carroll, his
spokesrnen say he is not active at all in
the legislative leadership jockeying.
Berry, an environmentalist
lawmaker who has made enemies over
the years, has been a key member of
the socalled black sheep in the Senate
who rebelled against Carroll's
domination.
The dissident group all but gained
control of the Senate during the special
session last winter, and Berry, in a
leadership role then, strengthened his
ambitions for 1900.
In the House, Kenton is opposed also
by Democrat Lloyd Clapp of Wingo,
loosely allied with Blandford and
supposedly ready to drop out of the race
Hog Market
Fiaderal•ttate Market News Service
November 19,1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report lncltides 7 Buying Stations
Recelpt.75 higher Sows ste,ady $1 00 
Act. 1501 Est. 650 Farrows &
Gilts 
lower
US 1-2 200.230 lbs. .. $36.50-37 00




US 1-2 270-350 lbs   $26.110-27 00
US 14 300-450 ite V25 00-Z 00
US 1-3 450,500 Its . $26 00-27 00
US 1-3 500450 Its  127 00-21 00
US 2-3 300,500 lbs  $24.00-25 00
Boars over 300 !be 72.00.24.00
Cattle found to have the
disease brucellosis must be
branded on the left jaw with a
laree and sent directly to
slatu4liter
to help him if the struggle becomes one-
The only question among
Republicans is a successor to veteran
minority leader Harold DeMarcus of
Stanford, who has decided not to seek
the post again.
The recent elections hardly changed
the party complexion of the
Legislature.
Republicans gained one Senate seat,
making that lineup now 29 to 9
Democratic. They picked up three
House seats, making that lineup 75 to
25.
Although seleaion of most legislative
leaders at the prelegislative conference
all but seals the formal election when
the assembly meets, that of House
speaker also is voted on later by
Republicans.
Thus, it is possible for the GOP to
upset a speaker choice made here if the
margin is narrow and the losing
Democrat forges an alliance with the
Republicans.
One of the first events Sunday was a
news conference by 21 House members
who proposed a number of rule changes
for the House.
They said their plan would make the
lower chamber more independent.
The conference ends Wednesday and
features a number of interim com-
mittee meetings out of which will come
the basic mold of major proposals for
the 1980 session which begins in
January.
The special Legislative Research
Commission subcommittee on work-
men's caripensation got right down to
work with a Sunday session.
Workmen's compensation will jr a
major issue in the next assembly, with
business and industry demanding
Stock Market
l'rices of stocks of local interest at I
a m CST today furnished to The Murrio
Ledger d, Tunes by First of Michigan
Corp . are as folrows
Industrial A v et age -1 00
Air Products  30,2





























reforms that would lower skyrocketing
premiums and labor determined to
retain most of the worker benefits.
The prelegislative conference
traditionally has been held in west
Kentucky, thought an unsuccessful
attempt was made to hold it in Frank-
fort this year.
It offers an opportunity for new
legislators to get acquainted with
colleagues and learn the procedural
ropes.
The conference also gives lobbyists a
chance to push their wares, and most of
the entertainment — largely refresh-
ment gatherings — is conducted outside
this state resort park.
Hostages...
i Continued From Page One
We've been fed more than fairly. There
haven't been any problems physically.
Maybe people have been mentally
upset, but other than that we haven't
had any problems. The most difficult
part was having to sit on hard chairs 16
hours a day with my hands tied."
Their captors said earlier that they
would deliver a total of eight black men
and five women to the Iranian Foreign
Ministry today for expulsion from the
country. Tehran Radio said the 13 had
been absolved of espionage activities
following Khomeini's instructions to
free women and blacks who were
cleared. But two women and two black
men apparently were not being
released, along with 45 white American
men and eight non-Americans held in
the embassy for two weeks.
A statement from the students,
broadcast by Radio Tehran, said they
were releasing the 13 Americans in
accordance with Khomeini's orders.
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•-Sciuthside Restaurant IP
So. 12th St. (Beside Bank Murray Branch I •
•• Yes!
We will be open
Thanksgiving Day-
Hours: 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Serving
TURKEY AND DRESSING













Let Us Help You
SAVE
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Thanksgiving Day Dinner
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